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Wheredo we
find all those
greatpro;ect
designs,
anyway?
veryyeat, we take a
serious look at several hundred woodw or k ing pr ojec ts fo r
pos s ible inc lus io n i n
the magazine. Our inhouse designers (fim
Downing, Jan Svec, and
Chuck Hedlund), with
help from others on the
staff, select what they
consider to be the best
of the best for your building pleasure.
As you may imagine, choosing just
the right projects is tricky business.
Some readers want to see more Largescale furniture, and others prefer
quick-to-make gift items. Still others
come to WOOD magazine looking for
attractive carving and turning projects, children's toys, or scrollsaw
projects. You name it. Our strategy
always has been to provide you with
a well-rounded project menu from
which to choose.
Jim, Jan, Chuck, and other staffers
come up with many of the projects
on their own. But we also depend
heavily on the woodworkers and
designers we meet in our travels
around the country.
Typically, we venture out about a
dozen times L year in search of pro
jects, interesting craftspeople, and
article ideas we think you might like.
Almost always, we hit pay dirt.
O n a s c out ing tri p to th e Sa n
Francisco area a while back, I once
again met and chatted with a fair
number of woodworkers I'd never
met before. One of the most interesting is Ken Byers, who along with his
wif e, J eanne T il l e ma n s , o p e ra te s
ShakerWorks'West in San Francisco.

llomes

Ken Byers, a new
woodworking acquaintance of mine, showing
his meticulously crafted
miniature Shaker and
country reproductions.
They produce miniature museum-quality
reproductions
of
Shaker and country
furniture. That's Ken

in the photo aboue. After viewing
his beautiful work and chatting with
him for a while. I feel that if we ever
need help with a Shaker or country
project, we could count on Ken's
e x p e rti se. Y ou can reach hi m at
www. etropolis. co m/ mini/ shaker or
e-mail him at mekendar@pacbell.net.

Earn $$$$$$By Being
One
Of Our FreelanceScouts
'We'll

pay you a $100 fi nder' s fee
every time you tip us off to l) a project we publish in WOOD magazine,
2) any woodworker we feature in a
craftsman profile, or 3) any other article idea we use. You may not get rich,
but you can feel good knowing that
you have contributed to keeping
WOOD magazine the very best woodworking publication around.
To tip us off, send a snapshot of the
project or the craftsman (his name
and address), or a short note describing your article idea, to:
My Article Idea
WOOD magazine
1716 LocustStreet,GA310
Des Moines, IA 5O3O9-3O23
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Don't keep your
computer equipment piled on an
old table or desk
any Ionger.
Instead, build this
handsome threepiece corner combo designed especially for a computer. Build all of the components or just the parts you need.
You can get the plans right now from
the downloadable project plans page
on WOOD ONLINE. It's plan
no. DP00015,and it only costs$5.95.
WOOD Magazine
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A nailkeepsrouterpad rolled
I found the router pad storage idea in
issue #ll5's shop tips very practical
and decided to build it. But when it
was completed, I rolled up the pad as
was shown and discovered that the
rubber pad has a tendency to unroll
itself. To keep it rolled tight, I drilled
a hole through the dowel and into the
bracket, then inserted a nail. Now it
staysneatly in place.
-Guy

Boisseau,

Wooden strip screwedto wall
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Thank you for the short article on square nails in "Ask
\U[OOD" in issue #117. However. the writer left the
impression that our sample kit was free. In fact, the
price of the set is $9.95 ppd., which includes 2O patterns of steel cut nails mounted on card stock that carries a brief history of nail-making.
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Quick-Fitsystem
was Grizzly
The dust-collection ductwork and fittings featured in IDEA SHOPo 2000 in
issue +ll9 wefe inadveftently credited to the wrong supplier. The duct
and fittings are part of the Quick-Fit
system available from Grizzly
Industrial (8OO/ 523-477D.
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We wouldliketo hearfromyou
we welcome your comments, criticisms, suggestions, and yes, even compliments. We'll publish letters of the greatest benefit to our readers.
Write to: Talking Back, WOOD Magazine, 1716 Locust St., GA3l0, Des
Moines, IA 50309-3023
Continued on page 8
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Regarding your advice about caring
for brushes in issue #I17, I have
something to add. If I am going to use
the same brush for a number of days, I
place it in a large, covered glass jar
and use a simple scrap wood fixture
(shown at left) to suspend it. Then I
pouf in the propef solvent to covef
the bristles and about Ya"of the ferrule, and screw the lid on the iar.
W'hen I need the brush to continue
my finishing job, I take it out and dry
the brush'sbristleswith paper towels.

,o
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An addendato outdoorwood

Practical
crankfor panelclamps

I design and sell decks and screen porches, so I was
especially thrilled to see the two-part article on building
outdoor projects in issues #115 and 116. But I would like
to add some of my own observations.
Wood used outside does not ahuays cup away from the
center of the tree. It usually cups toward the sun
because wood swells when wet, then the sunny side
dries and shrinks first, which causes upward cupping. So
always use the prettiest side up for decking.
Regarding new pressure-treated southern yellow pine,
it should be allowed to dry for a week or two (in dry
weather), then finished. Some producers now treat
wood with paraffin wax in conjunction with CCA preservative to reduce weather checking. This wood should be
finished when water no longer beads on it.
On a final note, South American hardwoods require
sealing of the board ends to reduce checking. And due to
their hardness, they do require pre-drilling even when
using self-tapping screws. By the way, another decking
wood is Pacific Coast cypress, which is even more
weather and insect resistant than redwood or red cedar.
-Rodney Brooks, Greenuille, S.C,

Three cheers and a 2l-gun salute regarding the article on
building panel clamps in issue #112.I had to build them
as soon as possible. However, using a locked wing nut or
a wrench to tighten the clamps was just too much hassle. Instead, I designed this crank to make everything a
bit simpler.

Tbanks for your colnments, Rod. Mark Knaebe, a
researcber utitlt tbe U.S. Forest Seruice's Forest Products
Labortatory,
in Madison, Wis., basically agrees utitb
you, but notes that pressure-treated utood must be tborougbly dry only before painting,
altbougb painting
decks isn't recommended. Also, all types of outdoor
uood benefit from end-sealing. And regarding Pacific
Coast qlpress, that's actually a trade name for Alaska
yellor.u cedar. Because it's denser and rnore oily tban
redutood or utestern red cedar, it could be more insect
and uteatber resistant tban eitber.

It'sa Yankeein the photo
On page 45 of issue *lI5 there's a photo showing men
working on Chris-Craft boats, and you mention electric
screwdrivers in the caption. I think that if you look a little harder you'll see that the workers are using good old
Yankee No. 30A, spring-loaded, hand-powered, ratchet
screwdrivers. I still have my Dad's.
-Bill Andrews. Wbeaton. Ill.
Yes, Bill, tbat does look like a Yankee screwdriuer tbat
tbe man in tbe center of the pboto is using to set scretas.

But tbe collection curator at tbe Mariners'
M us eum in N e L u p o rt
Neu. t s ,V a, , c a l l s o u r
attention to the men at
tbe second boat back,
who are using electric
dr ills , not e l e c tri c
s c r eudr iuer s a s rD e
called tbem in the referenced article.

-Larry

LeRoy, Dolores,

Colo.

PANEL.CLAMPCRANK
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Morepanel-clamp
improvement
I made the panel clamps in issue #112. But facing the
panel edges with waxed paper doesn't work well
enough because the paper becomes torn or wadded up
in use. I experimented with facing the "gluing" edge of
the clamps with Formica and thin plexiglass adhered
with Titebond II. Each worked equally well and the
panel came ttttl?illJ;
, G. ctausins, oaertand park, Kan.
Tbanks for tbe good tip, Russ. Our projects builders,
tbougb, euould use contact cement on tbe plastic laminate and double-faced tape on tbe acrylic.

On a metricnote
I'd like to point out the superiority of the metric system.
Whether building a piece of furniture or making a home
repair, the metric system lends itself to both speed and
mofe accuracy.
Consider, for example, dividing the measurement
2113/16",
ot 554 mm in metric. In metric, you can arrive at
277 mm by mental calculation. But calculating half of
2113/16"
isn't that easy of error-free.
I suggest that magazines such as yours follow the current industrial practice, which entails listing all dimensions in fractions and showing the metric equivalent
directly above in parentheses.
-Melain W. Brzostek, Womekdorf, Pa.
Meluin, utben the United States as a wbole sbifts to metrics,WOODa magazine will be sure tofotlout.Q
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Double,DutyClampRack
It can holdlumber,too!

wood screw
t/e" hole

1/z"wing nut

I

,-112" washgr

LUMBER/ CLAMP RACK

rvp
;4';J:?"
hook

for screw

J umber inventories in the typical
I home woodworking shop always
,,-l
vary.lf you stock up on material to make a big project or a lot of
holiday gifts, the stacks of lumber on
the floor can become a traffic hazard.
But if you build a permanent home
for those planks, the space sits idle
when your wood supply dips.
Here's one solution-foldable racks
that can keep pipe clamps tucked
against the wall, but drop for instant

10

lumber storagewhen you need it.
r$flith sides of 3/<"plywood and center blocks of 2x material, these brackets are strong and easy to make. The
rear pivot point rotates arovnd a Vz"
bolt that's placed in the wall stud or,
if the wall studs are covered, rn a 2x4
upright secured to the top and bottom of the wall. The series of holes
(on 6" centers) in the stud or upright
lets you position the brackets right
where you need them, and also pro

vides a locking bolt location when
they're folded.
The clamp-holding feature requires
just three YaxL/<"screw hooks threaded into each center block. They'll
hold Vz"and 3/q"pipe clamps, as well
as clamp styles with square or rectangular bars. Find all the needed hardware at your local hardware retailer
or home center.al
Illustrations: Roxanne LeMoine
Photographs: Hetherington Photography
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SAFESTARTING
WITHAGOUGE

Every between-centers lathe project you do begins with using
a gouge. Done incorrectly, it can be dangerous. Here's how to
do it right and safely.
To get a piece of stock from squareto
round on a lathe, woodturners turn
to gouges.Using one properly makes
it a quick and easy task. Remember
the following advice, and you'll be.
able to do it, too.

"Where Safety Begins"is written by Mike Gililland,a safety
consultantand lifelongwoodworker. lf you have a safetyrelatedquestion,send it with
an SASE to:The SafetyMan,
WOODMagazine,1716
LocustSt.,GA310,Des Moines,lA
50309-3023.Not all questions
receivedwill be published,but all will
get a reply.

Bevel and edge both contactwood

+)

Cut with the line of support
When a turning gouge's steel circular
shaft touches the tool rest, only a
small section actually contacts it. This
is the supported area,. Trying to cut
with any part of the gouge to the left
or right of this area,c n result in grabbing of the work and damage to the
wood, or wofse.
You'll see this effect if you rest a
gouge on your workbench. Hold the
handle as you normally would, then
press down on the left or right side of
the gouge-the
areas not contacting
the bench. The tool twists. Now push
on the part of the gouge in contact
with the table. Nothing happens
because that part of the tool is supported by the table. Cutting on the
lathe with a gouge works the same
way. Use the suppofted area and all
you have to do is guide the tool.
\flith the gouge on the tool rest,
imagine a line from the handle to the
cutting edge passing through the
point of contact between the tool and
the tool rest. That's your support line,
as shown in the drawing at right. And
where it reaches the cutting edge is
where the tool should contact the
wood. If you roll the tool left or right,
the line moves and the point of contact with the wood moves with it.

Bevelcontrolscut depth
Lowering the gouge's cutting edge
onto the upper surface of the workpiece gives you greater control over
the depth of cut and lets the tool sup-

I5

Keep the bevel in contact
THELINEOF SUPPORT

Point of contact
betweentool
and rest

\Tool rest

\\
\\-

Support

port itself, as shown in the drawing
above top. StLft with the handle lowered and the cutting edge above the
work. Then slowly raise the handle.
First, the heel of the tool, then the
bevel edge comes in contact with the
wood. You'll feel it, and know precisely where the wood is in relation
to the cutting edge. Continue raising
the handle slowly, lowering the cutting edge into the wood. Wirh very
little practice, you'll be able to produce paper-thin shavings under precise control.

Much to the surprise of many woodtumers, the best results happen when
both the cutting edge and the tool's
bevel contact the wood at the same
time. When the tool's bevel is flat
against the wood, the edge makes a
clean cut and the depth of cut is controlled by the tool. Raising the handle
creates a deeper cut because the
bevel no longer controls its depth.
Practice locating this bevel-controlled position. And keep the suggestions below in mind. You'll find
woodturning becomes safer, easier,
faster, and produces better results.
.Always wear a face shield. It will
protect you from flying chips or other
objects imbedded in the wood (especially green wood).
.Before you turn the lathe on, check
its speed setting. Out-of-round pieces
generally require slow speeds, such
as 800 rpm. For later shaping cuts,
speed up the lathe to 1,500 rpm.
. For better tool stability, position the
tool rest within Vz"of the workpiece.
To test for clearance, rotate the work
by hand with the lathe turned off.l
Drawings: Lorna Johnson
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The woodiesttree in the forest....
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up of t hre e d o z e n s p e c i e s o f
wood. They include native hardwoods, a softwood or two, some
familiar exotic woods, and some you
may never have heard of. l$(e marked
the first one on the list to get you
started. Now it's up to you to find the
others. They may read up, down,
across, or diagonally, but not backwards. You'll use some letters more
than once.l

YNOBB

,r ool

TWRI

luccl

. LNH

'ld.r3a
ri EIR

\

ft

ru

Hereare the woods you shouldfind
Afrormosia
Aspen
Basswood
Blackwood
Bocote
Brazilwood
Camphorwood
Canarywood

rvChaktekok
Cypress
Elm
Eucalyptus
Fir
Goncaloalves .rrt
Granadillo6g(rlr)
-?ASSI
lronwood
-

Jelutong
Kingwood
Koa
Lignumvitae
Madrone
Makore
Manzanita
Maple
-\-

Myrtlewood
Osageorange
Padauk
Paperbirch
Pau amarello
Pine
Purpleheart
Teak

Walnut
Wenge
Yellowbirch
Yew
ltustration:
BrianJensen
:
*
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What to know before you buy
th is heavyweight cutter
cutting wings about 2" in
\\|nth
W h.igtrt and cliameter, a multiprofile bit is among the largest router
bits you can buy. Also known as a
multiform bit, this considerable mass
of steel and carbide doesn't come
cheap. You can expect to pay
upwards of $60 for high-quality versions of this bit.
Because of its hefty size, only use
this bit mounted in a router-table
application. And for safe and effective
machining, your router should have a
motor of at least 2 hp, a collet that
accepts /2" shanks, and variable-speed
control so you can slow it down to
about 15,000 rpm. Also, be sure your
router table and fence have bit openings of atleast 2V+".

ls this big bit right for you?
Although we have a multi-profile bit
in the WOODa magazine shop-we

have to tell 1'ou like it is-we just
don't use it a lot. That's because we
have a full arral' of round-over, ogee,
and cove bits, to name a few types.
But if \/ou owlr a limited number of
bits, or you just like to design your
own profiles, this bit may be what
you need. By varf ing the height of the
bit and the orientation of your workpiece, and making multiple passes,
yoll can produce an unlimited arra1,of
profiles. Just a f-ew of the possibilities
are shown beloru.

Keepthese points in mind
when using a multi-profilebit
Because the pilot bearing doesn't
come into play with most of the cuts
you make with this bit, you will typically need to guide your workpieces
against a fence. For that reason, you
can't rout cllrved edges when cutting
most profiles.

When cutting with the l<twer portion of the bit-below
its wiclest
point-you need to take several safett'
precautions. First, keep foremost in
,vour mind that a large portion of the
bit is exposecl above the workpiece
surface. Keep 1'our hancls well clear
of the bit, use a fence-mounted guarcl
that shields the bit, ancl employ pushsticks as often as p<tssible.
The portion of the bit above ancl
overhanging the workpiece also can
create a potential for kickback.
Should the workpiece lift up during
routillg, it coulcl strike the spinning
bit ancl go flying. To prevent this
calamity, holcl the workpiece down
firmly with featherboarcls mounted to
the fence on both the inf'eecl and outfeecl sides of the bit.lF
Writterl

bv llill Krier $'ith (.htrck llcclltrncl

l ) h o t o 1 . l r ' r t p l t :M : t r t r t i ; t l t l r r i r t
Illr.rstrations: Roxanne

LeMoinc

SOMEOFTHE PROFILESYOU
CAN CUTWITHA MULTI.PROFILE
BIT

fu#
18
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AreYouStumped?Lightturnswooddark:Anycures?
lf you've got a question I use bardutoods for most of my projects, and
that you think would inter- I particularly like padauk and purplebeart.
padauk
e s t o t h e r r e a d e r s , w e It's disbeartening, ltouteuer, to see rny
projects turn from.a deep red to near black
wouldlike to hearfrom
utitbin a rnonth's time. One turning, kept in a
you. Write to: Ask
dra,ouer, basn't been affected. Is tbere anyWOOD@,
1716LocustSt., tbing I can do to deter or preuent tltis color
G A 3 1 0 ,D e s M o i n e s ,l A cbange? (I finisb
primarily
utttb
5 0 3 0 9 - 3 0 2 3 . F o r a n polyuretbane.)
Ton Vullo, BrookStq N.Y.
immediateanswerto your
question,try postingit on
one of our 10 internetdis- Your frustration puts you in plenty of company, Tom, because color change due to ultraviocussion groups at:
let CJV) light occurs with virtually every wood
www.woodmagazine.com
species, and most woodworkers are confounded by it. Padauk and purpleheart provide two
good examples of unwanted changes, but
many woods improve with moderate exposure
to light- mahogany, cherry, bubinga, Osage
ofange, and madrone, to name a few. Trouble
is, the photochemical reactions that create
color changes, both good and bad, are difficult
to predict even within the same species.
A senior botanist at the U.S. Forest Products
Laboratory in Madison, Wisconsin, offered,
"Keep it in your sock drawer," as.the best
advice for avoiding wood discoloration, and he
was only half kidding. However, the FPL and
o th e r fi n i s h i n g e x p e r ts w e tal ked to di d
acknowledge that some marine varnishes offer
a higher degree of protection against [fV rays
and so may slow the process. Still, the UV
inhibitors in these finishes get "spent" and
must be renewed with repeated applications.
One glimmer of hope did come from Jim

Dumas, the president of Certainly Wood in
East Aurora, N.Y. First, he mentioned a wipeon sealant called "303 Protectant," available
through Overton's marine supplies catalog at
800/3344541.It's not really a finish, but more
of a sunscreen for things rather than people.
He said he's had good luck with this product
on boats and on padauk millwork in his home.
He also said some turners even use Armor-All
on their lathework because it, too, blocks IJV
rays. In any case,try it out on scrap stock first.
Dumas also mentioned another variety of
padauk, known as narra (Pterccarpus indicus),
that holds its color much better than the more
cofilmon African or Andaman varieties you're
probably using. Narra is harder to find and can
cost more than twice as much as African
padauk, but Certainly tVood stocks the veneer
and sometimes narra lumber. Call them at
7 16/ 655 -02O6for information.

Be carefulwhendisposing
of oi! rags
I recently beard of a utood sbop in my area
that burned doutn. The cause utas oily rags
tbat spontaneously combusted. Hout does tbis
bappen, and bou.t do I keep it from bappening in my sbop?
-Joe

Freemaq

Portlan4

Ore,

Joe, some organic substances,such as linseed
oil, heat up when exposed to oxygen. This
feaction can take several hours to occuf, and is
what causes the liquid to become solid. Most
of the time the heat dissipates slowly and
harmlessly into the air.
However, if you ball up an oily rag, and throw
it in a trash can, the heat produced within the
rag ball feeds on itself, increasing in intensity
until the rag reaches its ignition temperature
and spontaneously combusts.
To properly handle oily rags, spread them out
on a concrete floor, clothes line, or in an afttight metal container. Once dry, you can put
them in the trash.
Continued on page J2
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Conflicting
adviceon motorvoltage110versus220:Whichis best?
I'ue been told by rnany utoodutorkers tbat I sltould run
my machines on 220 uolts because they will run cooler,
last longer, cost less to operate, and haue rnore pouen
But tbe instruction nranual for rny 6" jointer states
"ContrAry to popular belief, reutiring your pouer tool to
operate on 220 uolts usill not increase its pouter or energjt efficienq)." Wlro's rigbt?
Jeff Nerell

Single"hot"wire makes
voltagedrop more likely.

32

About 40 years ago I carne into tbe possession of some
teak lumber, tbe sArne material used in sbip decking.
I'ue kept it dry and carefully stored, and I'd like to use it
to make a small table. I knout almost notbing about the
utorking properties of teak, except tbat it's uery bard
and tbat screu) boles must be predrilled. Wbat can I
expect uthen I start u.torking utitlt tltis material?
Iloutard

lfa.yes, Toms Rlaer, NJ.

Santa Ana" Calif.

Technically speaking, Jeff, there's some truth in both
claims. Either way, the performance of the magnetic field
inside the motor is identical. $fhat makes the difference
is the supply system, namely the household wiring that is
providing electrical current to the machine.
The llz-hp motor on a staffer's old Unisaw offers a good
example. It came wired to run on 110 volts, and drew
just under 2O amps, the real measure of its energy consumption. A 1lO-volt circuit provides only one "hot" line,
though, so that single l2-gauge wire must carry all the
current (and the heat it generates).The result is a voltage
drop in the electrical circuit itself, which can create
excess heat and a loss of torque in the motor. Running
the machine'on a, 220-volt circuit divides the amperage
load between tu)o l2-gauge wires, each carrying only
about 10 amps. Voltage drop is minimal, so the motor
performs better and experiences no torque loss. The net.
energy use remains the same. It's the delivery system that
makes the difference.
Don't rush to rewire all your machines, though, Jeff. As
a general rule, single-phase induction motors up to I hp
will gain little or no advantagewhen wired to run on22o
volts. \t/ith a lvL-hp machine that has to be job-site friendly, leave it wired for 110 volts. If it staysin your shop and
you've got a circuit for it, you should notice some
improvement with an upgrade to 22Ovolts. Virtually any
2-hp or larger motor needs a22o-volt circuit.

110 volts

Whatto expectwhenworkingteak?

Howard, you're right to be cautious when working an
unfamiliar wood for the first time, especially a tropical
species. Some contain toxic oils or extractives that can
trigger respiratory or skin reactions.
Fortunately, teak is not a highly reactive species, but it
does have some characteristics worth knowing. First, it
tends to dry very slowly and sometimes inconsistently,
but because your stock has seasoned for 4O years, that
hardly poses a problem. As you might guess from the
wood's density, though, teak is tough on tools. The sheer
hardness accounts for some of this, but the bigger blame
falls to the silica, which the tree's roots extract from the
surounding soil. This abrasive crystalline substa:nce,concentrated more in wood from plantation-grown or juvenile trees, brutalizes tool edges. Use carbide-tipped tooling when you can, and have spares for planer knives or
other cutters that arc made from high-speed steel.
Teak also contains natural oils, which can make it
tough to glue and finish. Just before gluing, wipe the surfaces with lacquer thinner, then moisten them slightly.
Use polyurethane glue for your adhesive.
On the plus side, teak is very stable, strong, and neady
impervious to water and insect damage if cared for properly. It's great for long-lasting outdoor projects, and can
be finished easily with a wipeon oil. Lacquer is another
acceptable finish, but for interior projects only.i
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nerearesomeways
to bore(androut)
thebigones
Wtren a proiect calls for a big
hole, do you let out a little
groan? Lots of woodworkers
do. But big holes need not
pose problems. Here ate
some easy ways to do the iob.

t
It

Chuckin a colossalcutter
Chucking a big bit into your drill
press offers the easiest method for
hogging out a large hole . Large
Forstner or multispur bits will drill
f lat - bot t om ed h o l e s th a t d o n ' t g o
through the part as well as throughholes. (Forstner bits have smooth
rims; multispur bits carry teeth along
their rims, as shown in the photo at
r ight , c ent e r.) H o l e s a w s a n d
adjustable circle cutters offer two
more choices for big through-holes.

Comparingthe cutters
y' Forstner and multispur bits are
available in diameters up to 4" from
several suppliers, including'$floodcraft
( 8O O/ 225- l | 53 ) o r Wo o d w o rk e r' s
Supply (800/645-9292). Sizes generally increase in Ve"increments beyond
2". Bits imported from the Far East
cost $2O-40 each; European- or
American-madeones can cost more.
r/ An adjustable circle cutter like the
one shown at rigbt, bottom will produce holes up to 8" in diameter. The
quality of the cut usually won't equal
that of the Forstner and multispur
bits, but will be better than a holesaw.
T he c apability o f b o ri n g o d d -s i z e
holes is a plus for this tool, widely

A large holesaw is one way to make holes big enough to reach through.

available from hardware stores, home
centers. and tool dealers.
y' Holesaws, like the one shown in
the photo aboue, come in diameters
up to 6". Often used by contractors,
big holesaws are available at hardware
stores, lumberyards, and large home
centers. Interchangeable bladesusually sized in Va"steps-attach to a
separate arbor. Holesaw prices are
s i m i l ar to those of the Far E ast
Forstner and multispur bits.

A Forstnerbit (right, with the smooth
ri m) or a mul ti spurbi t (l ef t , wit h t he
toothedrim) boresa largeholeeasily.

Big-cuttercautions
Here are some points to remember
when using these outsized tools.
y' Use a drill press, and clamp the
workpiece to the table.
y' Run the tool at a slow speed, about
25O rpm or less, to minimize burning
of the workpiece.
y' When boring dense hardwoods,
such as hard maple, opt for a Forstner
or multispur bit rather than the holesaw or circle cutter.

You can set the circle cutter to make any
size hole. Measure the radius of the hole
(half the diameter) from the center of the
pilot bit to the outside of the blade.
Continued on page J6
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"AIlmytools
shoulil
hethis
gooil!"
The Accu-MiteP
is a professional
mitergaugethat
makespertect
angleseasily.
Shot-pinaction
assurisdead-on
accuracyfor
commonanglesptusa prec$e
without
do notrtonmend operatine
protractorscalefor We
thenw bladeguard,asis showihere.
US
Patent
#5,038,486
everythingin
between!
t'

Optional accessories:
manualclamy
pneumaticclamy
3/8" x 3/4" miter bar-

OUf ffee

Cctrttinueclfrom page J4

Fluge Floles
y' tvhen boring deep with a Forstner or multispur bit or
holesaw, clear the chips frequently by pulling the bit out.
y' To prevent tearout when boring with an adjustable circle cutter, cllt most of the way through; then finish the
cut from the other side, inserting the tool's pilot bit into
the guide hole.

Try routinga smallholelarger
In many cases you can bore a smaller hole then enlarge
it, using a router, a rabbeting bit, and a pattern bit, as
shown in the photo below. The length of the pattern bit
presents this technique's principal limitation: The bit's
maximum cutting depth limits the depth of a hole that
doesn't go through a part. For a through hole, it's slightly
less than twice the cutting depth of the bit, because you
can work from both sides.

]UlPIll|Y

800DutchSquare
Blvd.,Suite200,Columbia,
SC29210

brochure.1-800-382-2637 / SC 803-798-1600
www. thej dscompany.com

4.vtAYtilOtuElr
IilAKEB!
oMotDS
! OPLAI{ES

osAr{Ds
osAws
You can rout a hole larger with a rabbeting bit, (center)and a
pattern bit (right).

Tum a $2 rough board into $25 worth of finished trim
right in your own shop! Make over 350 standardmoldings,
tongue& groove,picture frame stock,any customdesign.
QUICKLY CONVERTS from PlanerAylolderto Drum
Sander or power-feed Multi-Blade Rip Saw! Made in
U.S.A. Choosefrom 12",18"and25" Models.

UafiableFeedMakesTheDifference!
Justa twist ofthe dial adjuststhe Woodmasterfrom 70
to over 1,000 cuts per inch. Producesa glass-smooth
finish on tricky grainpatternsno otherplanercanhandle.
Plenty of American-made"muscle"to handlelow-cost,
"straight-from-the-sawmill" lurnber. 5-Year Waruanty,
Easy krms.
FREEFACTKIT

-6651 ext. PW44
1-8OO',821
Woodmaster
Tools.
Inc.
1431N.Topping
Ave..Dept.
City,M064120
PW44,Kansas
www.
Worid
masterToo
ls.com

Here's how the process works:
1 Bore the starting hole, shown at left in the photo.
2 Clruck a Vt", /t", or Vz"rabbeting bit in your router. Rout
around the top of the hole, as shown in the center piece
in the photo. The diameter of the enlarged hole will
equal the diameter of the original hole plus ttuice the
width of the rabbet. So, for instance, if you bore a ls/a"
hole and rout a /t" rabbet around the opening, you'll
make a 2/e"-diameter hole.
3 Swap the rabbeting bit for a pattem-routing bit. Then,
with the top-mounted guide bearing riding in the rabbet,
rout the hole to size, as shown in the piece at the right in
the photo. You can repeat steps 2 and 3 any number of
times to make an even larger hole.
For a non-through hole that's sballou.ter than the pattern bit's length, you'll have to build up the workpiece's
top surface temporarily with scrapwood before you drill
and enlarge the hole, calculating the thickness to yield
the desired hole depth in the workpiece.Q
Photographs: Hetherington Photographl'
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Usea dialcaliper
to alignyourtablesaw

Top ShopTip winnerFrankSnockgets
a c q u a i n t e dw i t h h i s c u r r e n t s h o p at RAFLakenheath,
away-from-home
England,beforetacklinga newproject.
Imagine packing up your shop-lock,
stock, and barrel-every few years
and moving it to a different home.
During Frank Snock's lJ years serving in the U.S. Air Force, he's done
that a lot, and currently our Top
Shop Tip winner makes his home in
th e land wher e th e y c a l l ra b b e ts
"rebates":jolly old England.
Currently, his power tools are in
storagebecausethey're not wired for
the UK's 220-volt, single-line system.
Bu t , t hank s t o th e w o o d s h o p a t
Royal Air Force base Lakenheath,
Frank can still build projects like his
"Morris futon"-a futon-sofa based
on the Morris chair in WOOD@magazine issue*I12. You can be sure he'll
use his setup gauge, shown at rigbt,
to align the saw before he begins.
Share a shop tip with our readers,
and we' ll s har e s o m e g fe e n w i th
you-$75, to be exact-if we publish
it. And, if your tip is deemed the best
of the issue, you'll also get a tool
p r iz e wor t h at le a s t $ 2 5 0 . S o g e t
those ideas on paper, including drawi ngs or phot os a n d y o u r d a y ti me
phone number, and send them to:
Tips From Your Shop (and Ours)
WOOD Magazine
1716 Locust St., GA-3L0
Des Moines, IA 5O3O9-3O23
Or, e-mail them through our homepage at www.wo odmagazine.com.
To help us print only original shop
tips, please send your ideas only to
WOOD magazine.Sorry, but we can't
return your submissions.Thanks!

^n

When I move to a different Air Force
base, one of the first things I do is
check the alignment of the tools in
the base's wood shop. Lacking an
expensive dial indicator or alignment
tool, I built a simple jig that uses my
dial caliper to do the duty.
First, I cut an 18" hardwood runner
to fit the saw's miter slot so that the
bar stands about /s" proud of the saw
table, as shown belout. In the hardwood clamp block, I cut a
dado within a dado: The
first fits the dial caliper
snugly to the bar, while
the second provides clearance for the depth bar to
move unrestricted.
'W.henever
I want to tune up the
saw, I slide the dial caliper under the
clamp block and tighten the screws.

A new Dremel 1680 variable-speed
scrollsaw and an assortment of
blades will be waiting for Frank
Snock when he comes back across
the pond. Thanks, Frank!
Then, using the depth bar, I
check the measurement at
the front and back of the
blade and adiust the saw
until the measurements are
equal. I find I can easily tweak

the saw to within .001"-far better
than my old combination square.
-Frank

Snock, Solcam, England

Checkblade
at front
back ends.

18" hardwood
guidestrip
Cut a seconddado to
allowfree movement
of depth bar.
Dialcaliper

i>....::'.-.-.
W^
",,/.
fit arounddialcaliper
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GENERAL-INTERESTEDITOR

Continued on page 40
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to drilla bunchof wholeholes
Usehalf-holes
Recently, I built the cribbage board project n WOODa
magazineissue +26, and while doing so, came up with a
quick and accurate method for drilling repetitive sets of
holes. \Ufith it, you can duplicate virtually any spacing, as
long as the holes are in a straight line.
Start by drilling your hole pattern in a piece of 3/<x3/+"
hardwood the same length as your workpiece. To make
the pattem strip, rip the hardwood piece through the
center of the holes, as shown at rigltt, using your bandsaw. Make a simple auxiliary table and fence for your drill
press, and bore a Va"-diameterslot in it as shown. Then
glue a /a" dowel into the slot.
On your workpiece, mark the center of the first hole of
each row. Align the center of the first pattern strip slot
with that mark and attach the pattern strip to the edge of
the workpiece.
Place the workpiece on your auxiliary table so that the
first pattern-strip slot captures the dowel. Position the
auxiliary table until the bit centers on your hole location,
then clamp the auxiliary table in place.
Now, it's simply a matter of drilling the first hole, then
"clicking" the dowel into each slot on the pattern strip.
rWhen you finish the first row of holes, reposition and
reclamp the auxiliary table for the first hole of the next
row, and so on. If your workpiece is too wide to drill all

the rows from one side, simply tttach the offcut from
your pattem strip to the opposite edge of the workpiece,
and work from that edge.
-Ian

katory

Kannloops, B.C.

outermania!
Make your router operations, faster, easier and more accurate with these exciting nelv products!

from$149.99

$t99.99

I
from$99.99
i";:'if,fiere'sno better value on the market
'our exclusiveRouterTable, now
availableas a space-savingExtension
. Plus,try our revolutionaryRouter
Lift and start making micro-adiustments
right from the top of your table.

Each revolutionof the knob odjustsyour bit
height.050". Removeknob for mochining.

Ask
for your

FREE
catalog

R"OCKLEF['
WOODWORKING
Deportment
10805

AND HARDWA RE
'_
*Snffi,
nom"
TheNEW
1."..

Coll our order entry
deportment| -800-403-9735
6oll l-87?-ROCKLER Br
the retoil store closest to you
Shop onlineat
www.rockler.com

Backwardbladesolves
sizablescrollsaw
stew
Sometimes when ['m scrollsawing a
large workpiece, the saw's support
arm gets in the way when I need to
turn the piece. When I get in a bind
like this, I remove the blade and put
it in backwards-that
is, with the
teeth facing the back of the saw. I
continue sawing, now pulling the
workpiece into the blade until I run
into anclther blockage, at which point
I return the blade to its proper, teethfront orientation.
-Jack Franke, Kansas City, Mo.

*NOTV
AVAILABLECustomMade
Raised
Panel
s 77.00
Doors

S T E V EW A L L L U M B E RC O .
QualityHardwoods
and Woodworking
machineryFor TheCraltsnan
and EducationaI In stitutions

2.25
1.95
2.50
2.20
4.20
2.30
3.70
2.80
2.20
1.55
2.40
3.45
2.40

A s h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 4 1 4 S e l e c l
B a s s w o o d. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 1S4e l e c t
8 i r c h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4S1e4l e c t
B u t t e r n u .t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4. 1. .4. . 1C
Cherry .........................4S
1 4e l e c t
H i c k o r y- P e c a n . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 1 4 S e l e c t
Mahogany (Genuine) ...4/4
Select
Maple (Hard) ................414Select
M a p l e ( S o f t ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 1 4S e l e c t
P o p | a r . . . . . . . . . . .......... . . . . . . . 4 1 4 S e l e c t
Red Oak..........
.414
Select
W a l n u t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4S/ e4 l e c t
W h i t e O a k . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 / 4S e l e c t
Cedar (Aromatic Red) ..4/4
1C+Btr
Cypress ........................41S
4 elect
W h i t e P i n e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 1F4. G .
Y e l l o w P i n e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 1 4C l e a r

::::.:...:uPs
:::::
$83.[l
Speeials
li,,,tlin:l
| fl:l,lll'Hi5
::::I
?3:33
100bd.fr. $155
.. $ 98.00

I .O)

2.25
1.15
1 . 8 0| . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . .

.. $ 85.00
.. $ 72.00
.. $ 64.00
.. $ 80.00
.. $ 9s.00
.. $ 80.00
.. $ 66.00
.. $ 74.00
CAAnn

$6s.oo

Above prices are 20 bd. ft. bundles ol
clear kilndriedlumber 3"-10" wide . 3'-7'
long (Random widths & lengths) Surlaced 2 sides or rough. Delivered UPS
prepaid in the Continental U.S.

A b o v e p r i c e s a r e f o r 1 0 0 ' q u a n t i t i e so f k i l n d r i e d
rouoh lumber sold bv the Bd. Ft.
F O B M a y o d a n ,N C . '
Call lor quantity discounts. Other sizes and
available.

Send$1.00For LumberCatalog
PflccaSublect
lo Change
Wilhout
Notic.
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Product
Smallsolution
for boringlongstock
You don't need a big stationary drill
press to bore holes in the ends of
long workpieces. Make a drill guide
block by drilling a hole the same size
as yollr desired hole through a piece
of scrap, then attaching the block to a
piece of /i" hardboard or pl1'wood.
Clamp the guide to yollr long stock,
as shown in the drawing belou, and
bore the hole with your portable
drill. The guide block keeps the bit
on the straight and narrow.
-Jim Downing,
WOODo magazine
senior design editor
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Grabholdof the all-newARROWET100andexperience
the beautyof ergonomically
glip
designedcomfort.lts non-slipcushioned
andsuperbbalance
assureseffortless
work,
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TheET100"providesnaildrivingmuscle
withoutthe burdenof an air compressor.
It shoots3 differentsize brads.

Solidslatecircuitry,a hardened
carbon
steeldeliverysystemfor lam-proof
j o b s , performance,
I n a d d i t i o tno p e r f o r m i nrgo u t i n en a i l i n g
and bothlriggerand
t h i sp o w e i l u 1l 0 a m p b r a dn a i l e irs s p e c i a l l y surlacecontactsafetylockscombine
yearsof safe,accurate,
a n g l e dt 0 h a n d l e
d i f if c u l tc o r n e re, d g i n ga n d to offerincreased
framingjobs.No scratched
or damagedsurfaces.troubleJree
service.
The
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ArrowFaslener
Co.,Inc.,271Mayhill
Street,
Saddle
Brook,
NewJersey
07663
Canada:
Jardel
Distributors,
lnc.6505Metropolitan
Blvd.East,
Montrell,0uebec
H1P1Xg
(U.K.)
United
Kingdom:
ArrowFastener
Ltd..i4 Barclay
Road,
Croydon,
Surrey
CR0lJN
@ 1 9 9 9 A r r o w F a s t e n e rC o m p a n y ,l n c .
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a fulllineof machine Terrco,
Terrcoprovides
lnc.
equipment.
andsigncarving
carving
222 1st Ave. NW
single Watertown, SD 57201
aretheT-110
models
Beginning
andourCM614
carver
bench
spindle
USA
signcarver.
spindle
single
(605) 882-3888
Fax (605) 882-0778
theK'Star,
include
models
Intermediate
model,
heavy
dutybench
a two-spindle
a heavydutyfloor
andtheNorthstar,
spindles.
inonetoeight
model
available
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holdswhile
Handscrew
drillpressmakesholes
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ModelT-110 Dupli-Carver

modelis ourMaster
Ouradvanced
whichis anextremely
series,
Carver
heavydutyfloormodelwithfromeight
tofortyspindles.
www.terrco.com
Website:
CarvingMachine
SignCarver Multi-Spindle
ModelCM6l4
info@terrco.com
E-mail:

In my fttrniture-making busiuess. I
often need to drill holes in the edge of
small, unusually shaped pieces. R;tther
than make a work-holding iig for each
shape, I clamp the piece into a handscrew and drill the hole on my drill
press as shown belout. The clamP
keeps my hands out of danger and
secures the workpiece for a nice .
clean hole.
- Bob Jay, Port Orcbard, Wasb.
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WoodProfranchisepartner,you'll havetonfidenceknowingyou're backedby the largest
As a Guardsman
producer of furniture finishesin t'iorth America,supplyingover 500 furniture manufacturers' Your
iustomerswill also hav€ peaceof mind knowing that the samecompanywho madethe finish on their
furniture is repairingand restoringit'
l
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(80o) 49G6377
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.
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Twin-slot
tablesaw
insertspulldoubleduty
I get twice as much mileage out of
m1' shop-made zero-clearance inserts
as lnost guys because I use the same
plate for both full- and thin-kerf
blades. How?'When I make a new
insert. I first cut the blade slot with
mv full-kerf blade, then rotate it 180",
load up m1' thin-kerf blade and cut a
thin-blade slot. I mark each slot, as
slron'n below, so I know which slot
to trse with whic\]il;r"*,
satem, ,t.

AFEW
MORE
TIPS
FROM
WOODWORKING
OUR
PROS
.Routing

small parts can be
tricky-and
dangerous. On page
62 we show you how a routertable overlay and taped-on handles
can make it easier and safer.
.See page 73 for a surefire way to
keep laminations from slipping
and sliding when you're trying to
clamp them. It's in the top photograph on that page.
.You can rip thin strips of stock to
the same thickness on vour tablesaw without fear of binding and
kickback. The trick lies in the
placement of an auxiliary fence, as
yotr'll learn on page 81.
.Ever wondered about using your
lathe to drill perfectly centered
holes in your turnings? Ve explain
how to do just that in the walking
stick article on page SS.IF
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betweena boardof whiteash
lf voucan'ttellthe difference
and one of red oak, here'ssomehelpfor commonNorth
American
hardwoods,
Field identification guides for living trees offer plenty of tips for telling
one species from another. Leaves,bark, overall shape, twigs, and other
characteristics give you all the clues needed.
For wood of questionable identity, though, you must rely on a different set of
clues. Wood technologists call them "keys." The following basic ones help you
identify unfamiliar native hardwoods that you might come across.

First,

check wood's

colo"

Boards accumulate dust, dirt, and a dull patina of oxidation that cloud identification. Create a fresh surface the size of your hand with a cabinet scraper, knife, or
r?zer blade on the tangential surface (the top or bottom of a flatsawn board).
This scraping also should give you an idea of the mystery wood's hardness relative to wood you're familiar with. rValnut should be instantly recognizable.
So should the pinkish tan of red oak. Grain pattern might ring a bell,
too. Broaden your ability by studying the color and grain of wood
at your supplier, and as you work different species in the shop.

Maybe you" nose will t-ell you

'Wet

a fresh surface with a little water or saliva. Doing this "activates" the wood, even if it's old and dry as a bone. Now take a
sniff. If it has an odor, does it smell like any wood you've worked
in the shop?
No wood smells as medicinal as sassafras.Maple has a distinctive
odor, too. And some people think walnut has a nutty smell.

9t-ill no clue, Eake a closer

look

When a strange wood's color, grain, and scent fail to name it,
examine its fingerprint. Professionalstufn to their microscopes for
a close-up look. Yet, a hand lens of 10X magnification, avalable at
jewelry stores and from opticians, lets anyone do practically the
same thing. This type of investigation, however, requires a look at
a freshly cut section of end grain.

i
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5vudy ihe ?ores
grow

Harclwoods that
in the earth's temperate (non-tropical) zone displav annual
growth rings in their wood's encl grain. These growth rings have both an earll,tuoctd
portion ancl a latetuood portion. The wider earll.wood reflects the rapid growth of
the early season; the narrower latewood, the slower growth of the later season.
$/ithin the earlluroocl and latewoocl portions of the growth ring vou'll find pores.
It's the size <lf the pores and how the1,'1sdistributecl in the growth rings that classify
a lrardwood as either ring-porous, difJuse-porous, <-trserni-ring-porous.

n
l-1ing-porousspeciesshow a sharpdistinctionin the sizeof the
poresof the earlywoodwhen comparedto those in the latewood
porlionof the ring.

d i f f e r e n c ei n o o r e s i z e n o m a t t e r
wherethey appearin the growthring.
Basswood,red alder,
sugar maple, sycamore,
yellow birch, yellow poplar

\,

r)emi-ring-poroustrees have a gradualchange in pore size
acrossthe rino.
Black cherry,black walnut,
pecan,tanoak
\q--**-.j--

Afew genusof trees,such asthe hickoryQarya),fall into morethanone classification.
That'sbecausespecieswithinthe genus-in this case the true hickory,notablyshagbark,
and pecan,also a hickory-are differentin their poresizeand growth-ringdistribution.

How flc: ffi#r* #LJt -Fh* #lues

no scent and lacks aroma as well as
the hint of pink normally common to
red oak.

With a hand lens, you see that your
mystery wood's growth rings have
the tell-tale signs of a ring-porous
specles.

,.

Wlren cells join to form a flat band of
tissue that extends horizontally from
its origin to the bark, it's called I ray.
If the band happens to be several cells
tall and wide as well, it's an aggregate
ra1t. ytLt n a ray connects to the pith
(innermost part of the tree), it
beconres a medullau, ra),.
In commercial timber trees, only
beech, the oaks, sycamore, tanoak
(not a true oak), and red alder have
large, conspicuous rays. In beech, the
oaks, and sycamofe, yolr can see them
without magnification.

n
lJiffuse-porous speciesshow little

Let's suppose that your unidentified
wood has a plainsawn grain pattern
that looks much like red oak, and
seems just as hard and heavy. It has

4"T
v;*l

Raye help, too

Ash, elm, hickory,
red oak, white oak

n

a

Rays aren't evident, though, so you
dismiss the notion that it's an oak. It's
also not as hard, heavy, or brown
enough to be a hickory.
How about elm? Not likely because
your sample doesn't have an odor,
and its grain still reminds you of red
oak. From the list, you've eliminated
all candidates except ash. It could be
that; but white ash or black? \fith the
hand lens, you look at the end grain
again. Your wood has large earlywood pores and wide growth rings.
You've read that black ash usually grows slowly in damp,
cool conditions. That means
its growth rings would be
narrower. So white ash is
your answef.

Jo_:

e_
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,a

,"le

4,',"" "'?-rl

,ool
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Collect some eamples
To solve mysteries in wood identification, it helps to have on hand a collection of wood samples that have been
positively identified and labeled.
Blocks about 3xj" work nicely.
'Woodworkers
Source (8OO/ 423-2450)
offers a nice collection of 30 such samples, plus the four-color, 60-page Fine
Hardwoods Selectorama for $59 ppd.
Wood identification requires some
study. If you want to get really serious
about it, here's a good book to help
yor.r out: Identifying W'ood-Accurate
Results with Simple Tools, by R. Bmce
Hoadley, The Taunton Press Inc.,
Newton, Conn., 7990, about $40.JF
Illustrations:
Pl.ultographs:

Brian -)ensen
Ripon Microslicles
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Furniture Designsto Go
I nside the meticulodsly
I preserved, l30-year-old
brick building on Portland,
Maine's waterfront, there's a
showroom full of solid cherry
furniture. Its beauty is captivating. But its joinery is genuinely ingenious.

Shoppers in Green Design Furniture's
gallery-like space admire the dining
tables, chests, chairs, computef desks,
beds, and bookcases maile from rich,
lustrous wood. The lines of the pieces
look contempotaty, yet somehow
appealingly familiar. None of the
showroom's visitors, though, rcalize
from their first encounter that most of
the furniture before them easily disassembles to lie flat in a box for shipp i n g or movi ng. U nti l they' re
informed, they see nothing of the
line's unique, patented, fastenedess
joinery system that makes quick take
down and assembly possible. But to
Doug Green, the innovative woodworker who created the pieces and
their means of joinery, that's the mark
of good design.

The five pieces of furniture in this showroom setting have a retail value of about
$8,000,and each can be disassembled quickly for Federal Express shipping.
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Fromwoodworkerto industrial
design:a pathof creativity
"l realized only fairly recently that
before I was ever a woodworker, I
was an inventor," says Doug Green,
the 44-year-old founder and head of
Green Design Furniture. As a kid in
Scarsdale, New York, he regularly
took things apaft and reassembled
them in dffierent form. At age 10, he
was inspired to rewire his room so
that switches on his bed's headboard
controlled lights and music. He was
born a tinkerer.
"I went to college right here in
Maine," Doug continues, "then I
taught preschool. But I got caught up
in the handcrafts movement of the
late l970s. And as a hobby, I began
woodworking-in
a small way-with
a D remel tabl esaw and a Dr em el
router to make little boxes."
After two years of teaching, Doug
got completely hooked on woodworking, bought a full line of tools, quit
teaching, and opened a little shop in
Topsham, Maine. "I was doing custom
furniture and repairs, and did it for
two or three years before getting a job
as a cabinetmaker vrith Thos. Moser,"
recalls Doug. "At that time he had six
cabinetmakers, up in the old Grange
Hall in New Glouster. Each cabinetmaker was completely responsible for
a piece of furniture-L great learning
experience for me."
Doug worked for Moser for a yeat,
and during that time followed his natural inclination to find better ways to
do something by designing jigs that
sped up a process or refined it. "It
was fun, finding more efficient ways
of doing things," he says. "The foreman once called me over to say that I
was the most productive cabinetmaker in the shop. But he couldn't figure
it out because I didn't, and still don't,
move fast. However, I do think about
efficiency. For instance, I built a jointer jig to cut octagonal tapers on bed
posts. That allowed me to make 10
pencil-post beds in the time it used to
take to make two."
This phase of Doug's career would
soon end, though. "I was talking to a
lady at x patty," he remembers, "and
she said, 'Oh, you're Ln industrial
designer.' 'What's that?', I thought. I
VOOD Magazfurc March 2000

had never heard of one. No career
counselor had ever mentioned it. The
title was new to me, although it did
conjure an image of designing boilers
for factories."
With that image in mind, the young
woodwor k er s e t o u t to d o s o m e
research. The result: enrollment in the
graduate program for industrial design
at The Pratt Institute in Brooklyn,
New York.

Presto!A table without
any fasteners

A look at the world
through designingeyes
Doug believes that his new direction
was partly due to boredom. "I think I
had reached the level of competence
as a craftsperson that the challenge
was no longer thefe," he says. "I
knew when I started a piece just how
long it was going to take-it was completely predictable and no longer an
exciting journey. I had started to look
at design, too, and didn't see anything
really new and interesting coming out
of the crafts movement."
Pratt Institute's industrial design progfam was nuts and bolts, according to
Doug. It blended cuffent manufacturing technology with creativity to
arrive at a product. It was about materials and processes, and. how things
were made in the wodd-and conceptual problem solving.
"As an industrid designer, you have
to have the freedom to think about
things," Doug explains. "Sometimes,
when you become too expert in a
field of knowledge, your expertise
limits your ability to ask questions and
to innovate. At Pratt, I was taught to
become a generalist."
After graduate school, the fledgling
industrial designer worked for a lighting company. Doug stayed with them
for about a yeat, then went on his
own as a consultant. "A year later, the
company I had worked for hired me
to design a fixture for them, a modular furnrre with interchangeable, locking reflectors," says Doug, "That fixtufe's connecting device later became
Green Design Furniture's logo."

Easy-to-assemblefurniture
goes to the patent office
In the late 1980s Doug began sketching an idea for a take-apat sofa made

Doug Greenhas a patent on his easy-toassemblefurniturethat featuresthe sliding,tapereddovetailjoint.

of the fewest possible
components. It also had to be
lightweight and easily assembled and
disassembled.In 1989, he started pro
totyping his idea, but in chair form.
"When I left Maine, I stored my
woodworking equipment in the shop
of a woodworking friend," says Doug.
"So I used to come up to Maine to
prototype, and in 1989-1990,I came
at least twice for a week or so at a
time. In New York, I'd make models
of foam core [a cardboard-like materiall, then turn them into scale wooden
ones in the Maine shop."
Doug experimented with many
types of joinery, and finally decided

on the sliding dovetail as the key. "It
took me a long time to figure out how
to do the long, tapered dovetails
that enable the parts of a piece of furniture to intedock," he says. "'When I
finally got the chair done, it was a
creaky and unattractive piece of fumiture with Baltic-birch plywood sides,
seat, and back. Everybody who saw it
thought that it was a very strangelooking piece of furniture, ffid it was.
Yet, the joinery technique worked."
Driven with the idea, Doug rented
larger work space in Yarmouth,
Maine, and went to work making furniture with the dovetail joinery. He
made everything-tables, case pieces,
Contlnued
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Furniture Designsto Go
and desks. By the time Doug was finished, he had 15 pieces of furniture.
"I'd also started working with a brilliant patent lawyer, Abbot Spear, a
then 87-year-old Maine attorney. He
came out of retirement to work on
the project," Doug comments. "He
filed a patent for me n t992 that had
30 plans for creating different structures using the sliding dovetail as
interlocking joinery, and it was awarded in 1995. The reason that it is a
patentable idea was that during the
patent search, we found out that the
field of self-assembling, or fastenerfree, furniture was all tab-and-slot,
puzzle-type furniture. Mine was the
first where joinery was part of the furniture, and it wasn't visible when the
piec e was as s e mb l e d .T h e p a te n t
involved the order in which the
pieces went together, too. So it's not
the sliding dovetail that's patented,
it's how you create the structures.
"My idea was to get a patent on the
process, then license it to a big furni-

ture manufacturer and get a rcyalty
from every piece of furniture of my
design that they sold," Doug continues. "My patent-applie'd-for furniture
and I got a lot of attention in 1993.
Then, I painftrlly reahzed that the furniture industry as a whole isn't real
progressive in terms of design. As a
result, I had this great.idea, and no
one seemed to want it because it
would involve restructuring how they
make furniture. One CEO told me that
they couldn't keep their machinery
accurate enough to produce the precision needed in my furniture, and they
doubted that they could train their
workers either."

The birth of a business:
GreenDesignFurniture

Doug did have offers from large furniture companies to buy his design outright, but after working on it for three
years, he wasn't about to give it away.
So Green Design Furniture was born.
"Looking back on what's happened,
it's like this idea had a will-a
ThatcherAndersonruns the 3-hp.,vertically
mind of its o'wn," says Doug.
mounted router that follows a linear tract to
"This space [the former potcut the malehalf of the tapereddovetail.
tery factoryl became the company's first store. The furniture I built with the help of
one other guy in a little shop
in Brunswick, Maine. That
was in 1994. Now I have nine
people in production rnd a
second store in Freeport."
Today, about 80 percent of
Green D esi gn Furni ture' s
businesscomes via its catalog,
which customers order from
advertisements in Tbe Neut
Yorker magazine and The
Wall Street Journal newspaper. At this writing, the company's mailing list contained
30,000names."Lastyeat,35%o
of the people who ordered
from us the first time, placed
a second order," Doug says.
"A typical first-time order is
one piece, but we have people who order $10,000 to
$12,000 worth of furniture at
a time. A lot of that happens
on the second or third order."
There's a definite customer
service aspect to this type of
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business, too, according to Doug.
"Because our furniture is shipped
knock-down, it can go by Federal
Expressfaster and at a reasonablecost
to the customef. For example, we got
a call this morning from a woman in
Chicago who ordered an eightdrawer
dresser.We can put that on the FedEx
truck today, and it will get to her two
days from now. And with conventional furniture and freight, therc's a 24
percent chance that it will be damaged before it gets to the customer.

"My furniture
lookslikea traditionalstyle,but
it's modern,with
sophisticated
e r g o n o m i c sA.
stylecan be modernwithout
from a
beingdisconnected
traditional
appeal."
Doug Green
'We

have less than one percent damage. And the furniture doesn't seem to
be bothered by humidity changes. I
don't know whether it's the built-in
tolerances, the cherry wood that all
moves at the same rate, of the joinery,
but we don't have trouble."
And because the customers handle
each component in assembly, there's
nowhere to hide anything less than
the best, even to the inside of a drawer. That's why the craftsmen at Green
Design Furniture must keep the quality level high, from the wood, to the
joinery, to the finish. Doug explains:
"We're such a micro dot on the radar
screen nationally, ouf reputation for
qualrty and customer satisfaction is of
major importance."

Insidethe shop, furniture
componentstravel on wheels
Although Doug's furniture prototypes
were done in ash, maple, cherry, and
white oak, Green Design Furniture
WOOD Magazlne
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Finisher Steve Bodge uses pneumatic
equipment to sand a furniture component in the Green Design shop. In the
finishing area, the component will
receive two sprayed coats of clear conversion varnish.

".v
now produces-except
by special
order-only
in cherry.
Unlike any shop that builds furniture
in batches, at Green Design you'll
never see it-except
for straightbacked chairs-being
assembled until
iust prior to shipping. Because Doug
has designed the furniture to assemble
without fasteners, the components,
such as table-leg assemblies and tops,
can be shaped, joined, sanded, and
finished individually. And the parts
travel from work station to work station on carts. At shipping time, workers test-fit a ftrrniture piece's components, make any necessary corrections, then disassemble them and
wrap for shipment.
"Nflhen we set up for a production
rlln, we do the setup for each pattern.
When we get the fit, we then can run
all the pieces," says Doug. "Making
ftirniture this way combines traditional woodworking with this machining
process. The first part of each production run is building components: ripping, planing, jointing, edge-joininggetting them to uniform dimensions.
h ttp ://www.

wt-rodmagazinc. com

Doug Green often pauses to talk about production techniques with his craftsman in
the company shop. Woodworkers John Vandis and Greg Martin intently listen.
When the components are done, we
start the machining of mortises and
tenons, and routing the dovetails."
It's the dovetails that prove critical.
"The engineering for the sliding dovetail is difficult because it's tapered,"
Doug says. "That means that it's wider
at the front and narrower at the back,
so that it locks when ftrlly ioined. \fle
cut the female dovetail, which opens
five thousandths of an inch-little
more than a hair-at an inverted pin
router to match the male tapered
dovetail. I have designed three different router tables to make the male
dovetails with accuracy. \ffhat we're
using is the third generation.
"Basically, it's a pattern router with a
linear motion bearing," he adds. "It's a
precursor to a CNC [computer numerical controll machine that we'll
design someday to do the male dovetail with perfect accllracy. Until then,

we've been able to closely simulate
CNC technology manually."
There's little doubt that Doug Green
will in the future have a CNC machine
of his design. Ifith childhood heroes
like Henry Ford and Thomas Edison,
it's little wonder that his greatest
pride comes from his furniture's
patent credit. That reads, "Doug
Green, Inventor."|l

Interestedin seeingthe
GreenDesigncollection?
For a colorful brochure of Green
Design Furniture's complete line,
send $5 (ppd. U.S.) to Green
Design Furniture, 267 Commercial
St., Portland, ME 04101. You also
can visit Green Design'swebsite at
www. greendesigns.com.
Written b1'Peter-f. Stephano
Photographs: -feffiel' Stcvensen
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Exceptional
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Letthiselegant
halI tableand nnirror
greetyourguests
in grandstyle

\*---dlt

Some furniture styles and pieces seem
to work in almost any setting, tradiWe think
tional or contemporary.
this classic walnut table and
mirror duo certainly qualifies for that claim. Simple
lin$s and understated details
asy to build, and
to mix with other
pieces. Place the set
ry hall, and the
provides
a home for
drawer
keys, gloves, and other items
you want to keep handy at
the door.
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Let'sbuildthe table
Legs first: Give the table
somethingto stand on
Note: Some of tbe macbinery setups
required for tbis table, especially tbe
routing procedures, are identical to
tbose you'll need for tbe mimor. We
suggest tbat you read tbrough tbe
procedures for botb projects before
you start uorking on either. You'll
sAae a lot of tirne if you cut stock for
botlt tbe table and mirror beforehand and machine tbe sbared details
using your original setups.
1 Rough-cut the four legs (!) fromS/4
stock, leaving enough extra thickness
and width to remove the sawblade
marks with a jointer or planer.
2 Onc e t he leg bl a n k s a re mi l l e d
square, trim them to 31" long. Then
sand or rout a Ye"chamfer on the bottom end of each leg to prevent splintered corners.
3 Mark two inside faces on each leg
so you know where to rout the dovetail slots where the rails install. (See
the Leg Assembly drawing.)
4 Set up a Vz" dovetail bit in your
rout er t able and a d j u s t th e fe n c e
exactly 7/e"ffom the center of the bit.
Cutting depth setting should be /s".
5 Clamp a stopblock to the router
table fence where it will stop the cut
length at 4". Try a test cut in scrap
stock, and reset the block as necessary, then repeat the test cut to confirm the correct setting.
6 Rout the dovetail slots in the two
inside faces of each leg (Pboto 1).
7 Set the legs aside for now, but keep
them handy. Later you'll be using the
router table again to machine the
bead detail along each corner.

Ridingthe rails-the other half
of the dovetail joints
1 Cut to size the side rails @), front
rails (C), rear rarl (D), drawer rails @),
base rails @), and stretcher (G).
Note: For tbe best look, cut tbe front
rails (C) from opposite ends of tbe
same board, leauing a center section
large enougb for tbe drauter front
O). Tbis tecbnique uill result in a
grain pattern tbat flotls uirtually
uninterntpted across tbe entire front
of tbe table.

/e" groove l+" deep
cut on insideface only
t/z" dovelail
grooves
7a"d€iep,
stoppedat 4"

t/+"beads routed
alongtop and
bottomedge on
outsideface only
/q" bead routed
alongall4 edges

7e"deep, stoppedat 4"

DOVETAIL
GROOVE
DETAIL

3/ax7/a"mortise
telro"dgep
(Center mortise
on edge of leg.)

t/e"dovetaildadoTa"deep
- 2"t

LEG ASSEMBLY

Mark the two inside faces of each leg and
rout 4"-long dovetail slots at the top. A
stopblock limits the workpiece travel.

Clamp a follower block to the base rails to guide the dovetail cut and to prevent tearout
when the bit exits.

2 Layolt dovetail dadoes where
s h o w n on the Leg and Frame
Assembly drawings for parts D and F.
3 With the dovetail bit still mounted
in your router table, adjust the fence
position to cut the dovetail dadoes in
the rear rail (D) and the base rails (F;.
U s e a fo l l ow er board to prevent
tearout and to stabilize the workpiece
while routing it, as in Pboto 2.

4 Next, attach a 4" or taller auxiliary
fence to the main fence. Don't change
the bit height, but adjust the fence so
two passes-one on each face of the
rail stock-will leave the tenon centered on the ends of the rails. Test on
scfap stock first, and make sufe the
test dovetail tenon fits snugly into the
dovetail dado that you routed into the
legs eadier.
Continued
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5 \fith each workpiece standing on
end and backed by a follower block to
prevent tearout, rout dovetail tenons
on both ends of the side rails (B). rear
rail (D), stretcher (G), the outside
ends of the two front rails (C), and
one end of drawer rails (E), as shown
in Pboto 3 and Dovetail Tenon detail.

From dovetailbit to dado
blade-cutting the other joints
1 Now you need to switch to the
tablesaw; with a %" dado blade
installed, cut mating joints in parts C
and E (see Dado and Rabbet detail).
Now switch to a 7/<"dado blade. Use
this setup to machine the tenons on
the ends of the base rails (F), as
shown in Pboto 4.

Note: For tbe legs to align, tbe sboulder-to-sboulder lengtb of tbe base
rails (F) must be exactly tbe same as
that of tbe side rails (B).
2 Take a slight detour right now and
cut the mortises for these tenons.
After marking layout lines on the correct face of each leg (see the Leg
Assembly drawing), remove the center waste from each mortise by using
a brad-point or Forstner bit to drill a
series of overlapping /t" holes. Hole
deptlr should be 1/r(,",and you'll need
to clean up the mortise sides and ends
with a chisel. Periodically check the
tenon fit as you work.
3 To proceed further with the table
frame, you need to dry fit both leg
assemblies together by inserting the
Continued

DOVETAIL
TENONDETAIL

1/+,,dado
IDADO AND RABBETDETAIL
1l4" deep,

--',

|

3l+"

1lz'

v

@f

1tq"ll@

It -

Ut"

"l--|
1lzx 4112"
dovetailtenon
3/e"long
Pockethole

1/2"dovetail dado 3/a"deep
1lzx 4" dovetail
tenon 3/e"long

-,ffl
t/+" edge bead

@/@

'^:ff^'ftw

t/2"dovetailtenon
Te"long (centered)

Stand the dovetailed rails on end to rout
the tenons. Use a tall fence and oush
blocks for safety and control.

1/zu t/+" edge bead

DETAIL
3/a"
/

\)

/

a3/a"

.l)t'

1lzx 111+"
dovetailtenon

3/t6"

11/qu

Fit an auxiliary fence to your tablesaw and
use a g/c"dado blade to cut the tenons on
the base rails.
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Bill of Materials

l

Edgemoldingbit (Freud#99-010)
t/a"groovet/q"deep5/a"fromtop edge
Tabletopfastener

|t/z" pockel screw

o

Drawerguide

SECTIONVIEW
(HALLWAYTABLE)

7+"stoppeddadoes
Te"deep on bottomface

Edgemoldalong
frontand sides.
Do not rout back edge.
Materials
Key: W-walnut,
EW-edge-glued
walplywood.
nut,P-poplar,
Ply-walnut
Supplies:
#8x%"flathead
woodscrews,
#10x1/2"
panhead
sheetmetalscrews,
#6xllz"panhead
pocket
holescrews,
1"brads,1 pintpolyurethane
glossvarnish,
1 pintpolyurethane
semigloss
varnish.Seeadditional
itemsforminorproject.

36',t

Tabletopfastener-*---_
#1Ox 1/2"panheadwood

BuyingGuide:Inaddition
tothelumber
andsuppliesshownabove,
thefollowing
items(orappropriate
substitutes)
arerequired
forthisproject.
All
areavailable
fromWoodcraft,
P.0. Box1686,
Parkersburg,
WV26102,8001225-1153.
Brass
(4),
knobs(2),no.02U24,
fasteners
andtabletop
n0.27N10.

/a" groove 1/4"deep

#B x 3/q"F.H.wood screw

z/o+"
pilothole 1/2"deep
s/ez"hole, countersunk

13/qx 51/zx 72" Walnut

HALLWAYTABLE
DIAGRAM
CUTTING
.Plane

or resawto thickness
listedin the Bill of Materials.

3 / q x 7 1 / qx 9 6 " W a l n u t

HALLWAYTABLE
EXPLODEDVIEW

H
11Aax 51/zx 96" Walnut

Vex 24 x 48" Hardboard

1%ax 51/zx 48" Walnut

HALLWAYMIRRORCUTTINGDIAGRAM
11/qx 51/zx 96" Walnut

http ://www.woodmagazine.
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base rail (F) tenons into their mortises, making sure the dovetail dado on
each base rail faces to the inside.
Then slide the dovetailed ends of the
side rails (B) into the mating slots at
the top of each leg. Clamp the assembly lightly and check for square.

PARTSVIEW
ENDVIEW

FRONT
VIEW

Dialingthe details:put small
touches on the base parts
1 lfith a standard blade on your tablesaw, cut the narrow groove on the
inner face of each outside rail (B).
These grooves accept metal fasteners
that will fix the tabletop to the base
but allow seasonal wood movement
(see Section View drawing).
2 Install a V<" edge-beading bit (we
used a Freud #80- I22) in your router
table, and adjust the fence so the
workpiece edge comes to within he"
of the guide bearing. Refer to the
Dovetail Groove detail drawing on
page 55.
3 Using scrap stock for a test, make
two passes along adjacent faces of a
corner edge to form the bead shown.
Make fence adjustments until you get
the profile shown; then rout the detail
on the legs as in Pboto 5.
4 Make a single pass to rout beads
along both edges of rails B, C, and D,
and the drawer front blank (f).

187/a'

tZ" edge bead

BACKVIEW

Pocketholes

ro,,-Jl

ill

@
TABLETOP

1

stoppeddadoes e/e"deep
routed on bottom face

,-

10"

1
I

I

5 Drill a pocket hole in the center of
drawer rails (E) as shown in the Frame
Assembly drawing for fastening the
base to the tabletop.
6 Finish sand all the parts.

Assemblingthe basethis time you get to use glue!

Two passes with a t/q" beading bit will cut
the detail on the table legs. Check the
settings on scrap first.
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1 Start with the leg assemblies. Glue
(we used white glue for longer assmbly time) the mortise-and-tenon joints
that connect the base rails (F) to the
legs (A). Be sure the dovetail grooves
on the rails face inward; then clamp
lightly. Spread glue in the dovetail
slots that accept the side rails @), and
slide the rails into place. Clamp each
leg assembly and check for square.

Use screws to secure the rabbet joints
where the drawer rails and front rails
meet.
Wood Magazine
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Drawerstop protrudes
s/0"abovetop of drawer

T.-

t/a" rabbel

315/ta"

t/q" dado 7a" from edge

sZz"holes,
countersunk

1/4" deep

t

:\
# 8 x s / e "F . H .
wood screws
5Ae"holes,
countersunk
on back side

btI
t/16

V+"groove t/q" deeP
| 1/4"lrom bottom edoe

I

.t

r[i_
DRAWER
STOP

1/q" dado
t/+" from edge

cr

'

5/ez"holes,
countersunk

\
HALLWAYTABLE
PARTSVIEW

t/q" edge beads

7+"stopped
groove
j/4" deep

s/sz" hole 1/2"deep

DRAWER
Fastenoottom)/
with 1" brads.

Radiusend

DRAWER
GUIDE

DRAWER
FRONTDETAIL

1/q"
1/q'

\9.,/

'/4

2 Use a similar procedure to install
the stretcher (G) and the rear rail (D).
To avoid frame twist we assembled
upside down on a flat surface.
3 Glue the front rails (C) to the legs;
then glue the drawer rails in place.
Drill countersunk pilot holes and
drive screws to secure the rabbet
joints where the drawer rails meet the
front rails, as shown in Photo 6.
4 To insure the correct drawer opening width we clamped a 2172"long
spreader between the ends of C.

Cappingit offmake a top for the table
1 Mill 5/4 stock to llrc," thickness and
edge-glue a panel together for the
http ://www.
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Clamp guide boards in place to rout drawer stopped dadoes in the undersideof
the tabletop.
table top (H). Make it slightly oversize; then trim to finished dimensions.
2 Rout a decorative profile along the
front and side edges of the tabletop,
but leave the rear edge square. (See
the Section View.) We used an edge
molding bit in a table-mounted router
to create a profile that creates a cove,
fillet, and round-over detail. To dupli
cate our design, use the cutter fulldepth when routing the top edge, and
readjust to cut just the round-over
along the underside.
3 Clamp the tabletop face down onto

your workbench, and layout the
stopped dadoes where shown on the
Parts View drawing. Use a )A" straight
bit to rout the drawer stop dadoes as
shown in Pboto 7.

Fill out the center
with a custom-fitteddrawer
1 Using the Bill of Materials and the
Drawer drawing as a guide, cut the
drawer parts to size. This includes the
drawer guides (I). the drawer sides
(K), the drawer back (L), and the
drawer bottom panel (M). If yotr
Corttinued
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haven't abeady cut the drawer'front
CDto exact size, do that also.
2 Install a /a" dado blade in your tablesaw to cut the locking rabbet joints
for the drawer assembly. (See the
Drawer Front Detail drawing.)
3 Set the blade depth to Yz",and cut a
centered groove in each end of the
drawer front S).
4 Reset the dado blade for a /4" cvt
depth, and install a "sacrificial" wood
fence that you can scoot right next to
the dado blade. Cut the inside tongue
of the drawer front short, as shown in
Pboto 8; then cut the rabbets on each
end of the drawer back ([).
5 Remove the sacrificial wood fence
and change the fence setting to y4"to
cut the dadoes in the drawer sides
(T9, and to cut the grooves along the
bottom edges of the drawer front Q
and sides. This groove accepts the
drawer bottom panel (M).
6 Dry-fit the parts for the drawer. If
everything goes together, glue up the
assembly, and use a square to. check
for 90o corners. Then slide the drawer
bottom panel in from the reaf and use
1."brads to fasten it to the bottom
edge of the drawer back.
7 After the glue joints have dried,
remove the clamps, and \se a 3/a"
straight bit in a table-mounted router
to cut the stopped grooves in the

drawer sides. (See the Drawer drawing.) Clamp on the guides and fasten
with#8xt/q" flathead wood screws.
8 Now fit the drawer $uides to slide
easily in the drawer side groove, sanding the ends to fit the rounded groove
e n d s. P osi ti on the draw er gui des
where shown on the Section View
drawing, leaving Yre" cleatance along
the top of the drawer.

Tacklingthe final assembly
1 Lay the tabletop (H) upside down
on your workbench, followed by the
base assembly.
2 Adjust the position of the base so
the top overhangs the rear legs by %"
and the end and front legs by 1". Insert
the metal tabletop clips (shown in the
Exploded View and Section View
drawings) into the grooves in the side
rails (B) and fasten them to the tabletop. Two clips per end is plenty, one
near each leg. Install pocket screws.
(Seethe SectionView.)
3 Insert the drawer about halfway into
the base, and mark the tabletop's
dado locations on the drawer back as
shown rn Pboto 9.
4 Cut the drawer stop3 (N), and fasten
them (temporarily) to the drawer
back, with rAe"of the length protruding above the drawer as shown in
Drawer drawing.

After cutting a'centered groove in the end of the drawer front, trim half of the rear
tongue to make a locking joint.
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During assembly, turn the tabletop and
base upside down and mark the stop
locations on the back of the drawer.

Add the finishing touch
to complete the table
1 Unscrew the metal fasteners and
pocket screw s hol di ng t he base
assemblyto the tabletop.
2 Finish-sand arry surfaces that will be
exposed when the table is assembed,
including the inside of the drawer.
3 Dilute a small container of gloss
polyurethane varnish with about 25o/o
mineral spirits, and brush a colt on all
surfaces, including the underside of
the tabletop and the inside of the
drawer. (fhe diluted finish will penetrate further and dry more easily than
a full-strength coat.)
4 After the varnish dries, sand all surfaces with Z20-grit sandpaper.
5 For a topcoat, brush on a f ullstrength coat of satin polyurethane
varnish. \$7henit's dry, lightly sand the
finish again to remove fine nibs or
dust; then add the final coat.
6 Reattach the tabletop to the base;
then insert the drawer partially into
its opening, and use a "stubby" screwdriver to reattach the drawer stops.
7 Drill the ?rtz"holes for the knob
screws. Thread the brass knobs onto
the machine screw end of the hanger
bolts, and screw the wood-thread
ends into the drawer front. That's it
for the table, and the mirror frame is
even simpler to build!
Wood }/;ag;azirrc
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Next,constructthe
matchinghallmirror
1 Refer to the Hall Mirror Exploded
View drawing to get acquainted with
the parts for this project; then np 6/4
walnut stock (surfaced to lW') for the
stiles (A), and cut them to length.
2 Rip walnut stock surfaced to |Yrc,"
for the rails (B) and the upper and
lower caps (C).
3 Use the V<" beading bit in a tablemounted router and rout the bead on
the stiles. (See Stile Detail drawing.)
4 Use your tablesaw and a Vz" dado
blade (or multiple passes with a standard blade) to cut the rabbets on the
rear inside edges of the stiles and rails.
5 Cut mating Vz"xVz"rabbets on the
front face of each rail, at the ends, as
shown in the Parts View drawing on
page 58. Try a test cut first in scrap
stock the same thickness as the rails,
and fit the test piece to the stiles.
6 The upper and lower caps get the
same edge treatment as the tabletop.
If you haven't cut and routed those
pieces already, do that now.

l----,t-

Edge mold alongfrontand
sid6s. Do not rolt back edge.

\

STILEDETAIL
Back face
t/z"rabbets
1/2"deep
# 1 6x 1 " b r a d s
toenailedthru
back into frame

1/+x 183/ax 257/e"mirror

(]*
t/c"edge oeao pocket
\
11/z"pocketscrew

lI

I

34
't/2"
rabbel
t/z" deep

Pocket-holejoints
tie the frame together
1 On the back of each ruIL,lay out the
locations for two pocket-hole screws
at each end. Use a pocket-hole jig to
drill the counterbores and pilot holes.
2 Apply a moderate amount of glue to
the rail ends (too much will create
squeeze-out onto the stiles) and clamp
the mirror rails and stiles together.
3 Check the frame for square; then
drive lVz"-long pocket-hole screws to
secure the joints. Remove the clamps.
4 Glue and clamp the upper and
lower caps (C) to their rails.

A few more details,
then the finish goes on
1 Cut the back panel (D) to size from
/s"-thick hardboard or plywood.
2 On the front surface of the rails,
mark the locations for the knobs (see
the Parts View drawing). Then drill
3/tz"pilot holes for the knob screws.
3 On the back of the frame, position a
pair of brass wall hanger brackets so
the eye on each bracket lands about
5" below the top end of the stile.
Mark and drill pilot holes for the
screws, but don't install them yet.
lVritten by Bill LaHay;
Jim Harrold
http ://www.woodmagazine.
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HALLMIRROR
EXPLODEDVIEW
(shownfrom back)

4 Apply the finish using the same
products and techniques described in
the section for the hall table.
5 Have a glass shop cut a piece of V<"
beveled-edge mirror to the size
shown. Lay it into the frame and fit
the backing panel in behind it. Drive
l"-long brads into the frame to secure
the mirror and panel.
6 The hardware wraps things up.
Attach the wall hanger and wire to
the brass hanger brackets. Then
thread the brass knobs onto the hanger bolts and screw them to the front
of the rails.lF

Photography by Dor.rgHetherington

Proiect Designed by.lim Boelling

Edgemoldalongfrontand
sides.Do not rout back edoe.

Bill of Materials

Materials
Key:W-walnut,
H-hardboard.
panhead
pockethole
Supplies:1" brads,#6x1t/2"
screws,t/q"x183/c"x257/a"
mi|of, bfasshanger,
brackets,
finish,
wireminorcord.(Seealsosupplies
listfortableproject.)
BuyingGuide:In addition
to thelumber
andsuppliesshown
above,
thefollowing
items(orappropriatesubstitutes)
arerequired
forthisproject.Allare
a v a i l a b l fer o m W o o d c r a fP
t ,. 0 . B o x 1 6 8 6 ,
Parkersburg,
WV26102,8001225-1153.
Brass
knobs(4),no.02U24,
(1
andbrasswallhangers
pkg.)no.
27K03.

6r

Past
Fromfte
Gas
clock
fora regular
Whysettle
version?
whenyoucanhav6thehigh-test
Routing'sthe route
to take now

_#

1 Form tlrreV',"radii on the top corners
of the side panels (B). To rout them,
as we did, first install a V'r"rovnd-over
b i t i n your tabl e-mounted router.
Attach an auxiliary fence to the router
table's miter gauge, positioning it so
the end touches the pilot bearing on
the bit. Then clamp a stopblock to
the auxiliary fence, and rout the

top corners of the parts, as
shown in the photo below.

2 R out /s" round-overs
along both edges and the
top on one face of each

If you can fecarl, a time when
an attendant pumped the gas
and $2 worth really made the
gas gauge iump, this desk
offers
clock and thermometef
high-octane nostalgia. If you
s411'f-q1ell, build it for your
mom or dad. They will probably remember.

side panel @). Also rout
around the top edges of
the base top (C) and
basebottom (D).
A zero-clearance
auxiliary table, like the one shown in
the photo belou rigltt, makes routing
the small parts easier and safer. To
make one, just bore a hole that matches the diameter of your round-over bit
through a piece of scrap sheet stock.
(We used Ya"-thickpll"urood for the
auxiliary table shown.) Clamp the fixture to your router table with the bit
protruding through the hole.
3 Rout /s" round-overs along both
edgesof the body on both faces.
4 C hange to a 7a" round-over bi t
(enlarge the hole in your auxiliary
table, as needed), and rout the roundovers around the top of the body. \(ze
gripped the workpiece with a handscrew clamp to do this.

gfoove where shown on
5 Form a 3/16"
one side panel (B). You can rout the
groove with a 3/re"rovnd-nose bit set
to cut 3hz" deep. Adjust the router
table's fence position to center the bit
on the side panel @), and clamp stopblocks to the fence at the positions
shown in the Router Setup drawing
on page 126. To safely handle the
small piece, adhere a scrapwood handle block to its back with doublefaced tape, as in the photo on the
opposite page.Then, start the router
and, w i th the bottom o f t he par t
against the right-side stopblock, lower
the side onto the bit and rout the slot.
6 Drill the holes for the clock, thermometef, crank, and hose swivel
where marked.

Some assemblyis required
1 Finish-sand all parts. After sanding,
wet the body (A) and base bottom
(D)-the parts that will be dyed-to
raise the grain. Let them dry, and
resand lightly, just enough to remove
tlre fuzziness.Doing this now will prevent the grain from raising when you
appty the water-basedye.
2 Mix the dye, and dye the body and
base bottom. (we mixed vz teaspoon
of water-soluble dye into 4 ounces of
hot water and applied it with a foam
brush.) Allow the dye to dry.
3 Mask the sides of the body where
the panels (B) will glue on, the area of
the base top (C) where the body will
glue on, and the center of the base
bottom (D) where part C will glue on.

1 Cut all parts to the sizesshown in
the Bill of Materials. You can laminate
3/<"-thick stock for the body. Some
parts of the gas pump are dyed, so
soft maple or basswood, light-colored
woods that dye well, are good choices
for stock. (Ve used soft maple.)
2 Referring to the Front View and Side
View drawings, lay out the hole locations for the clock and thermometer
on the body and the crank and hose
swivel on the side panels. It's easier to
do this now than later, after the edges
of the parts have been rounded over.
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An auxiliaryfence on the miter gauge
supportsthe side panelsto preventtearout whenroutingradiion the corners.

A secured zero-clearance table overlay
and pad-style pushblock facilitate routing round-overs on the side panels.
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Bill of Materials
Finished Size
T
W
L

Part
A body
B sidepanel

1t/z'

C basetop

1/t'

D basebottom

vi'

. / l l

v4

(E

>

= a

23/a'

51/t'

M

1

4/t'

M 2

Jf8

M

17/a'

21/a'

3Va' M

7e" rgund-Ovef --

1
1
I

1 7 e "h o l e
s/4"deeP

.098aluminumwire
.098aluminumwire
1rle"long

1 / a l . D .x s / o O . D .
1 " a l u m i n u mt u b e

MaterialKey: M-softmaple
Supplies:
aniline
dye,aerosol
lacquer.
BUYING
GUIDE
Clock,thermometer,
smallparts.Square
quartz
clockinsertwithgas-pump
face,stand.up
thermometer,
smallparts,aluminum
wire,and
hose,kitno.GP-1,
including
shipping
in
$27.95,
U.S.Schlabaugh
andSonsWoodworking,
720
14thSt,,Kalona,
1A52247.
Call800/346-9663
forcredit-card
orders.
4 Spray clear lacquer onto all parts.
Do not apply finish to the bottom of
the body (A), the backs of the side
panels (B), or the bottom surface of
the base top (C). After the finish
dries, sand it lightly, taking care not
to sand through the color on the dyed
parts. Apply another coat of lacquer.
5 Remove the masking tape. Glue the
side panels to the body where shown.
Glue base top C to base bottom D,
centering it on top. Apply the glue
sparingly. Be sure to wipe Lway any
squeeze-out with a wet rag immediately. Clamp both assemblies until the
glue dries.
6 Glue the body to the base, and
clamp. After the glue dries, apply a
third coat of lacquer.

3 Shorten the swivel's threaded stud,
so only Y<"ptotrudes from the swivel.
4 Epoxy-glue a 7s" length of 3A;"-O.D.
aluminum tubing into the groove in
the side panel. Also epoxy-glue the
thermometer into the hole on top of
the body and the crank assembly and
the swivel into their respective holes,
with the swivel shaft pointing down.

5 Push the end of the hose onto the
swivel shaft. (You can first put a spot
of epory or cyanoacrylate adhesive on
the shaft, if you wish.) Then, set the
clock, and press the insert into the
hole in the body.l
Project Design: Schlabaugh and Sons;Jan Hale Svec
Illustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Loma Johnson
Photographs: Hetherington Photography

Dress it up for a realisticlook
1 Bend the crank and nozzle from
.098" aluminum wife, referring to the
Full-Sizepatterns on page 126. (Wfte
for these parts and other small hardware is included in the parts kit listed
in the Buying Guide.)
2 Slip the O-ring and washer onto the
crank. Slidethe grommet and one end
of the hose onto the nozzle.

/4" round-over

7/sz"hole
't/+"
deep

53/c"

Attach a scrapwood handle to the side
panel with double-facedtape when routing the slot.
21/e', ------+)
http://www.
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SIDEVIEW

Router Table1

"'''
illl.x'ffi:"
'o Ll l:l'cltlp i3;l
A bird in the hand may be worth two in the
bush, but a router in the hand isn't worth
nearly as much as one in a table. That's
because a router table gives you greater command of the workpiece
and cutting action,
and enables you to work comfortably
with a
good view of the routing action. To find out
which router tables do this best, we tested 16
models priced from $rlO to $783. Chances
are excellent that one of them fits
your needs nicely.
Reduction
flng

FasJ Facilgi

*.r
-is_".*.,r

.A good router table gives you accumte cuts in a minimum of time and with as little hassle as possible. Most
models fitting that description cost more than $300,
although we found one bargain well under that price.
.Most routef tables are floor-standing, but some
benchtop models stow away easily to save space.
.Even if you elect to build your own router table,
check out the models shown here. you mav want to
invest in the router-mounting plates or other
accessories that arc avarlable separately from
many of the manufacturefs
included in this test.

Router-mounting
plate
Dust-collection
port

AccessoryT-track

I

V
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Here's how we chose
these router tables
In today's market you can choose
from lit er ally hun d re d s o f ro u te r
tables. Why so many? Several manufacturers make various tops, offer
them wit h a c ho i c e o f d i ffe re n t
fences, and support the table with a
variety of optional leg sets. For example, Woodhaven offers 54 tabletops;
30 or so leg sets, cabinets, and tablesaw brackets; and multiple router
plates and fences. You can put together hundreds of various router tables
from this one supplier alone!
To keep things manageable, we
quickly decided to order just one representative table from each of 16 makers. Ve typically went with one of the
supplier's most popular router-table
packages.
In our discussions of each router
table, we point out its standard equipment (see the chart at the end of tbis
article for more specifics) and some
of the variations available.But for any
pafticular model that grabs your attention, we encourage you to contact the
supplier and request product information. The table that's just right for
your needs might be avaiation of the
one we tested.
What we looked for in

the testedroutertables

iti

Before we get into a model-by-model
review, here's a quick rundown of the
features we find essential to a good
router table. Although none of the
tables was perfect, the top models
scored consistentty high marks in
most of the following areas:
. Accessi,ble adjustrnents. Router
table components, such as fences and
fence attachments, have lots of knobs,
cl am ps , s c r ews , an d o th e r a d j u s tments for locking things securely into
place. The best models have large,
accommodating adjustments like the
ones at top riglrt that are comfortable
to grip and easyto reach and operate.
. Easy router rernoaal. With plunge
routers it's usually easiest to change
bi ts by f ir s t
re m o v i n g th e
router/mounting plate assembly and
setting it on top of the table. That
said, we found it time-consuming to
remove this assembly from tables that
http ://www.woodmagazine.
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have screws holding down the plate.
Gra v i ty seems to hol d dow n the
router and plate just fine without
screws. This isn't an issue if you use a
fixed-base router that quickly disconnects from its base.
'W'e
also found it easier to remove
routers, and adjust them up and
down, on open stands. Enclosed cabinets can complicate this task, but they
do a better job of containing dust and
noise. too.
. Flat table and router plate. lf
these components aren't flat, you'll
have problems making precise cuts in
rigid workpieces, such as door panels
and frames and drawer components.
We tested all of the tables and plates
for flatness using a precision straightedge and feeler gauges.S[e found that
s o me o f the tabl es and pl ates are
i n te n ti o nal l y made w i th a sl i ght
crown at their centers. This crown
does not detfact from performance
and will help counteract the tendency
of the table and plate to sag under the
weight of the router over time .
. Reduceable bit opening. Most of
th e ro u te r pl ates have ri ngs that
enable you to change the bit opening
to approximate the diameter of the
bit. tVe think that's an importaflt feature because using a tiny bit in a big
o p e n i n g increases the chances of
stock hanging up on the opening or of
big chunks of wood tearing ^way
from the stock.
.Precise and adjustable
fence.
Like the fence on a tablesaw, a good
router-table fence will lend convenience and accuracy to your woodw o rk i n g . S [e checked the tested
fences for straightness and 90" alignm e n t o f thei r faces to the tabl e.
M o d e l s th at adj usred qui ckl y and
locked into place securely earned
high marks, as did those that accommodated useful accessories,such as
featherboards or featured jointing
capability (see rigbt, bottorn photo).
. Large table size.If you work with
big workpieces you'll find that alarge
table makes handling stock much easier. You'll find table size listed in the
chart. We also make note of the distance from the center of the bit to the
front edge of the table-we prefer
tables that give at least I 1" in this

A paragon of comfort and accessibility,
the large knobs on the JessEm Rout-RSlide extend above the fence.

The CMTIndustriofencehas it all: beefy
aluminum-extrusion
constructionwith
qui ck-l ocki ngcam cl amps,T- t r acks
along its top for accessoryattachment,
and aluminumspacersthat slip behind
one side of the fencefor jointing.Note
also the adjustablemiterslot and accessory T-trackat the front of the table.
dimension. If you're squeezed for
space, or simply work with small
pieces, look for a high-quality benchtop model.
.Adaptability
to aarious routers.
A router table won't do you much
good if you can't mount your router
to it. We had little trouble mounting a
variety of lVz-3 hp routers to the tested tables, but with some the task was
a bit more complicated than with others. Before you buy any table, check
with the supplier that your router can
mount to it. Ask if mounting instructi ons are i ncl uded, or i f opt ional
adapter plates are necessary. Some
suppliers sell plates pre-drilled to fit
youf foutef.
Continued
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Router Table Review
Now let's go shoppingfor the best routertable
Before we tell you which router table to buy, take a few minutes to look
over each model and consider its good and not-so-good points. Judge for
yourself which model suits your needs, and consider the rankings in the
chart at the end of tbis article, then see how your selection compares with
our recommendations onpage 7O.

CMT lndustrio model 999.401.00
Priceas tested:$400
Components:
Tabletopwithaluminummiter
slots, acrylic
router-mount-

ri

ing plate,
aluminum
fence with
MDF faces.

B e n c h t o pv e r s i o n
CMT
w i t h f e w e r f e a t u r e s 999.401.00
also available (priced

Eagle America model 415-0024
Price as tested: $370
Components:
T a b l etopw i th al um i n u mm i t e r s l o t
and plate hole centered (as shown)or
o ffset (for use w i th
In c raJi g),al umi num' E aol e %
fence with hardwood- Amirica
fa ce and dust port, 415-0024
.
woodor steelleg assembly,routerplate
w i t h r e d u c t i o nr i n g s . C a b i n e ta n d
benchtopversionsand many accessoriesalsoavailable.
P r o s : S m a l l e s t r e d u c t i o nr i n g i s
guidebushmachinedfor Porter-Cable
ings.Versatilefenceadjustseasily.
Cons: Reductionrings requireyou to
use a Phillipsdriverfor removal.Table
coulduse additionalbracingto counteract sagging.

at about$200).
P r o s : T h e f e n c ew a s t o p s i n o u r t e s t
becauseof its qualityconstruction,
versatility,and easy adjustability.
T-trackson
the fenceand tableholdaccessories.
The
miterslotis adjustable
for a tightfit to your
mitergauge.
Cons: No reductionringsfor the routerm o u n t i n gp l a t e .T h e h e a v yc a b i n e ti s
particleboard
madeof melamine-coated
thatdamageseasilyalongits unprotected Freud model BF/3
Price as tested: $300
edgesthatmeetthe floor.
Components:Steelleg stand,tabletop
w i t h a l u m i n u mm i t e rs l o t s ,a l u m i n u m
Craftsman model 25484
Priceas tested:$170
fencewith dustportand hardwoodfaces,
guards,routerplatewith reductionrings,
G o m p o n e n t s :S t e e l s t a n d ,p o w e r
switch,aluminumtop with miterslot,
mitergauge.Photobelowshowsoptional
powerswitchandfeatherboards.
steelextensionwings,reductionrings,
plasticfencewith dust port.Benchtop
platecomeswith
Pros: Router-mounting
v e r s i o na v a i l a b l e N
. o n - C r a f t s m a n a pair of lift handlesfor easy removalof
routersrequirean adapterplate($13).
the plateand router.TubularsteelframePros: Searsroutersmounteasilyto it.
workprovidessolidsupportundertable.
plateand reducIts fencehas a built-injointingfeature
Cons: Router-mounting
thatworksreasonably
ti o n ri ngs have screw sthat sl ow thei r
well.
Cons: Requiresconsiderable
removal.Smallknobsmakesomeadjustassemm e n ts rel ati vel ydi ffi cul t.
bly. Reductionrings do not sit flush
with the tabletop.
Boltsthat fastenthe
Plasticfence
t a b l e t o pt o t h e
provedrellegs leave
ativelyhard
holes in the
to adjust.
top that could
catch chips or
workpieces.
Craftsman
25484

HartvilleTool model
45266

a*'

-/Priceas tested:$350
Components:
Tabletopwith steel
cabinetand roll-out
tray that hol ds40
bits, routerplate
with reductionrings,
power switchwith
fence
cord,aluminum
Hartville
with guardand dust port. Tool 45266
Steel legs, extension
wings,andotheroptionsavailable.
Pros: Platelevelingsystemwas among
the best in pedormance
and durabilityin
our test.The fencewas perfectlystraight
and equi ppedw i th a T-slotf or holding
Incraaccessories,
such as a work stop
fixture.
and right-angle
Cons: The singlereductionringwas not
deadlevelwiththe mountingplate.Fence
h a s n o p r o v i s i o n fso r j o i n t i n go r f o r
mounting
to woodsurfaces.
Jesada model RTS-200
Priceas tested:$315
withaluminum
Components:Tabletop
miterslot, routerplate with reduction
ri ngs,steel l eg set, al um inumI ncr a
Intelli-fence
with dust port.Otherversionsavailable.
Pros: Comeswithan Incralntellifence
that providesthe ultimatein jointing,
edge mol di ng,and w orkingwit h t all
p a n e l so n e d g e . H a s a R o u s s e a u
plate that has a bit
router-mounting
o p e n i n gu p t o 4 " i n d i a m e t e ra n d
comeswithsnap-inreductionrings.
Cons: Legswere wobblybut couldbe
easilystiffenedwith additionof diagonal bracesor panels.The Rousseau
rings are nearlyimpossibleto remove
withoutsome sort of pryingdevice,
such as a screwdriver.
We sandedthe
r i d g e so n t h e i r
edges to ease
removal.

!+

Jesada
RTS-2OO

Freud BF/3
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Porta-Nails
121table,20300
overarm,20301miterslide,
20303fence,and 20305
joint maker
horizontal-router

JessEm Rout-R-Slide
Priceastested:$450
Components:
T a b l e t o pw i t h
r o u t e rp l a t e
t h a ts l i d e s
f o r w a r da n d
back with a 14"
stroke, reduction

rings,wooden ffi.
legs, pivoting

r*'

1.

alum inum
f enc e
with hardwoodface, JessEm
micro-adjustable Rout-R-Slide
stop,anddustport.
P r o s : T h i s n e w c o n c e p ti n r o u t e r
tablesenablesyouto notonlypassthe
workpiecethroughthe bit, but to also
pas s t he bit t hr o u g hth e w o rk p i e c e
whenmakingbox jointsand throughdovetailjoints withoutextrajigs. All
table componentsare extremelyhigh
in quality.
Cons: Learningto usethisroutertable
effectivelyand to its fullestcapability
takestime and practice.

Priceas tested:$545
Components:
T a b l e t o pw i t h m i t e r
s l o t , r o u t e r p l a t e. .
with levelingscrews,
m i t e rg a u g e ,s t e e l
b e n c h t o pl e g s ,p i n routing overarm,
a l u m i n umfence,vertically adjustable Porta-Nails121 table
a t t a c h m e n t f o r w i t h 2 0 3 0 0o v e r a r m ,
203ol miter slide'
holding router

horizontarlyi3333l"J;:;"11,1

Pro s : P roves routerj oi ntmaker
extremelyversatilewhen purchasedwith
all of its attachments.
With overarmyou
can do pin-routing
workusingtemplates.
The attachment
that holdsa routerhorizontallycomesin handyfor manytasks,
joints
suchas makingmortise-and-tenon
or raisingpanelswitha verticalpanelraise r p o s i t i o n e hd o r i z o n t a l lH
y .i g h - q u a l i t y
construction
throughout.
C o n s : T h e t a b l e ' ss m a l ls i z e p r o v e s
Nucraft NU-100 table, NU-200
i n c o n v e ni ent
w i th l argew orkpi eces.
l ts
legs, NU-165 fence, and NU-700
round,narrowrouteropeningrestrictsyou
sub-table
f r o m u s i n gm a n y p l u n g er o u t e r s .N o
Priceas tested:$310for tableand plate, reduction
rings.No dustcollection.
$151for legs,$259for fence,and $63for
fence-mounting
sub-table.
C o m p o n e n t s :C a s t - i r o nt a b l e t o pw i t h
Porter-Cable model 698
ac r y licplat e,c as t - i ro nl e g s e t, In c raJ i g
Priceas tested:$150
f e n c e .A c c e s s o r i eisn c l u d ec a s t - i r o n Components:Tabletop
withmiterslot,
extensions,
levelingfeet,and steelplate
re d u cti onri ngs,and steelbenchtop
withsteelreduction
rings.
legs (floor-standing
steellegsoptionPros: The top is heavy,stable,flat,and
al); steelfencewith hardwoodfaces,
willneverdistort.lt hasedgesgroundflat
guard,and dust port;mitergaugeand
and exactly90" to the top, with holesfor
powerswitch.
mounting
to a tablesaw.
Withthe IncraJig
P r o s : I n e x p e n s i v eP.r e d r i l l e tdo f i t
jointsand boxjoints.
you cancut dovetail
Porter-Cable
routers.Highlyportable.
An opt ionals t eelr o u te r-m o u n ti npgl a te
Cons: Tableis not flat, and ringsdo
has steelringswith levelingadjustability. n o t s i t f l u s h w i t h t h e t a b l e . F e n c e
Thataccessory
costs$200.
a d j u s t m e n t as r e t i m e - c o n s u m i n g .
Cons: Price.Too heavyto be considered Does not accept routersother than
por t able.
T he lnc r aF e n c ed o e s n ' w
t o rk
Porter-Cable.
withlargebits,suchas panelraisers,
and
it hasno dust-collection
capability.
Porter-Gable
t

Rockfer model 23286
Priceastested:$150
Components:
Tabletop
w i t h a l u m i n u mm i t e r
slot,routerplatewith
levelingscrews,
reductionrings,alu- .H
minum fence with :1
p l a s t i c - c o a t e dM D F f t
faces. Shown with il
optional oak legs '.*

gj:::,:ffi:;#@#
Pros: lnexpensive. Rockler23286I
The aluminum mounting plateis rigidand won't mar workpi eces.A l l of the al umi numcom ponentsare anodized.Fencehas slots
for attachi nghol d-dow nsa nd st op.
P l a t ep r e - d r i l l e fdo r s o m e B o s c h ,
DeWalt,and Porter-Cable
routers.
C ons: The opti onaldust por t ( $13)
shouldbe standard.

Rousseau model 3350R
Priceas tested:$290
Components:Tabletop,
aluminumfence
w i th hardw oodfaces,guard,and dust
port.R outerpl atew i th reduct ionr ings.
Fol di ngsteel l egs.Otherversionsand
accessories
available.
Pros: The largesttablein our test makes
w orki ngw i th bi g w orkpi eces
a br eeze.
Stoutsteellegsfold up for storageand
t r a n s p o r t a t i o na,n d s t u r d yf r a m e w o r k
undertablekeepsit flat.
C ons: A s menti oned
underthe Jesada
m o d e l ,t h e r e d u c t i o nr i n g s o n t h e
R o u s s e a up l a t ea r e q u i t e d i f f i c u l t o
removewithoutmodification.
This model
doesn'thavea miterslot,butyoucanbuy
a versionof thesametablewithone.

698

Nucraft NU-100table.
N U - 2 0 0l e g s e t ,
NU - 7 0 0 s u b table for fence,
and
NU-165
lncra Jig Fence
Cc,tntinuecl
http ://www.woodmagazine.

com
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Router Table Review
Veritasmodel05J20.23
Priceas tested:$315
Components:

n:fi"J.1"'l#,'j;
*rF

WoodhavenTM120tabletop,301
leg set, and 202DFfence

:-ry$
:H"rnnTed:$365
' ..i * * .* l i

T a b l e top w i th al u- i l '
t,
m i n u mm i t e rs l o t a n d r
+'
' . " , of*,l
p l a t e l e v e l e r s ,p l a t e i
q,
wood base, alure d u c ti on ri ngs, al u- {}* -* -_* * ffi
minumfencewithhardwood Veritas
m i n u mf e n c ew i t h p l y - + i
fH *
05J20'23
facesandmicro-adjustment
woodfaces,guard,
]nd WooOn"u"nf,
for pivotingone end of fenceforwardand dustchute.Wooden
leg nntZOtable,301
back.Aluminum
right-angle
sled.
set. Manyversionsand leg set,and
Pros: Smoothsteeltop has uniquecam- accessories
available
. 202DFfence
action,quick-change
rings.Mountingthe Pros: Plate-leveling
systemworks effecr o u t e rr e q u i r e sn o d r i l l i n gb e c a u s eo f tively,holdsup well,and providesfullsupclampsthat hold routersecurelyto table. portfor plate.The ringssit flushand snap
T he c lam psals o ma k eq u i c ka n d e a s y o u t e a s i l yb y h a n d .T h e m i t e r s l o t i s
workof removingthe router.The fenceis adjustable,and the fencehas T-tracksfor
a s m ar t lydes ig n e dh, i g h -q u a l i ty
th, re e - accessories.The tallishtable is easy on
pieceextrusion,
and the micro-adjustmentyourback.
m ec hanis m
work sw e l l .T h e ri g h t-a n g l e Gons: We couldn'tfind any worth mensledenablesyouto makeboxjoints.
tioning.
Cons:Youneedto makea simplewrench
from woodand two steelpins in orderto Woodstock International Rebel
removethe rings.Top requireswaxingto model W2000
preventrust.
Priceas tested:$180
Components:Tabletopwith miterslot,
reductionrings,guard,and mitergauge.
Vermont American model '
A l u m i n u ml e g s ,s p l i ta l u m i n u mf e n c e s
23463
Priceas tested:$130
withwoodenfaces.Accessories
available.
Components:Tabletopwith miterslot
Pros: Cast-aluminum
tableand legsare
a n d s t e e l e x t e n s i o nw i n g s ,p o w e r
l i g h ti n w e i g h ta n d w o n ' tr u s t .S n a p - i n
switchand mitergauge,plasticfence
ringsinstalland removeeasily.
withguardand dustchute.
P r o s : I n e x p e n s i v eY. o u c a n m o u n t
ly adjustable
fencesare
ti me -consumi ng
to set
u p . R i n g sd i d n o t s i t
wingsare flimsy,
flushwith the top. The
iabreis not fiat. and
s o m e w h a t - r o u gtho p Woodstock
!
3
r ings don' t s it fl u s h Ve i m o n t*
surfacecreatesdrag on International'
withtabletop.
the workpiece.
W2000 Rebel
American23463

[:i:iH,lli,"',i.
H

sTtr:Kti:ffi' I
Hi.E

Our recommendations
for buyingthe right routertable
The Woodhaven table seemed to offer the best overall combination of features and quality construction at a reasonableprice. The mind-boggling number of table variations and accessoriesavaila;blefor it are a bonus.
If you're looking for something a little smaller, the Veritas benchtop model
($315 as tested, $27Owithout the right-anglesled) has a lot going for it. S[e
especially like its fence micro-adjust and slick router-mounting system.
Fortunately, you don't have to spend $lOO or more to get a serviceable
router table. The Rockler model offers a lot of value for $150. r$t/ith it you
will need to build your own leg stand or buy Rockler's ($ttO for oak, $70 for
pine). None of the other tables priced under $200 seem worth the investment, in our opinion.
With that said, we also found plenry to like in the CMT, Eagle America,
Harwille Tool, Jesada,and Nucraft tables. All of these work fine. The JessEm
table makes a lot of sense if you want to make through-dovetail joints or
cross-dadolong workpieces. The Rousseau'slarge table and folding legs
make it great for job-sitework.i

-*/ss6A

CMT

24x32

q

25484

1 4x 2 4

I

415-0024

24x32

12

999.401.00

CRAFTSMAN

EAGLE
AMERICA
FREUD

BF/3

HARTVILLE
TOOL

193lax263la1 ' . 1 / z

24x32

45266

24x31112

12

Rout-R-Slide 27112x30

14

JESADA

RTS.2OO

JESSEM

NU-1
00,NU-200, 1 8 x 2 7
NU-700,
NU-1
65

NUCRAFT

12

, 20300,20301
,
PORTA.NAILS 121
20303,
20305 16x 20

PORTER-CABLE

698

11112

o

1 6 1 / q x1 9 1 / a

11

ROCKLER

23286

24x32

12

ROUSSEAU

3350R

24x44

It)

1 6x 2 4

93/8

1 4x 2 4

83lq

20,301,
WOODHAVEN TM1
2O2DF

24x32

12

WOODSTOCK w2000
INTERNATIONAL

1 8x 2 4

11112

VERITAS

05J20.23

VERMONT
AMERICAN

23463

I'IOTES:
1.

( C A ) Castaluminum
(ct)Castiron

(MDF/PL)
Medium-density
f iberboard
withplasticlaminate

( P B )Particleboard
plastic
(PP)Phenolic
(SP)Steelplate
2. (N)No
(Y) Yes
(Y-T)Yes,T-style
(Y-2)Yes,2 slots

!?'ritten by Bill Krier
Product testing: Dave Henderson
Photographs: Wm. Hopkins
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THERUNDOWN
ON ROUTER
TABLES
TABLE

ROUTER-MOUNTING
PLATE

FENCES

.lF/

3.*a/ e-

#7-$

8-/€ -"-

ils
IE

35 MDF/PL Y.T

1

383/4

3/ro

34s/t MDF/PL Y.T

11la

331/z MDF/PL Y-2

1

3431qMDF/PL

11la

331/z MDF/PL

11la

331/q PB,PE

N

11la

Y.T

sla

MDF/PL

131/z

CI

165/s

CA

1331q

I,JA

1/q

11la

37 MDF/PL N

11/n

15

31rc

N

1331a

3/n

37112 MDF/PL

11la

1 a

G

CA

AP

lntegral

N/A

8x1134

AP
0r
PP

6s/sx914

G

G

G

llt

36 MDF/PL

SP

81lqx 1131q

G

G

G

1/t

s.! rxcettent
@ eooo

ffir.it

|Fl poo.
(-) Crowned
upat center.
Holecanbeenlarged
by
running
largerbitup
through
it.
(t) WithoptionalIncraFence
(tt) Two-piece
fence

http ://www.woodmagazine.

None

N/A

2-

zla

N/A

PL-3

2131rc N/A

N

PL-3

31lz

N

PL.3

N/A

N/A

G

P

N/A

zla

G

zla

G

G

q

G

U

104

400

G

U

43

170

G

U

50

370

5ltlz

300

U

101

350

U

72

315

68

450

35/e

G

31lq

G

23la

G

G

G
G

F

8x11

PP

Y

PL.1

J'/16

3la

G

9x 12

PP

N

PL-2

37la

3la

F

8 x 83/r

AL

Y

PP-3

9x11

AP

None

2

zla

N/A

N/A

G

J'/8

N/A

U

138

783

I
Round

AP

None

z

3la

N/A

N/A

G

2

N/A

U

61

545

Integral

N/A

N/A

ST-2

J't8

N/A

35

150

8x11

AL

N

PL-2

31/a

tlq

I x12

PP

Pt-2

3't8

Vs

NiA

Integral

N/A

N/A

N/A

PL-3

35/s

3lr

N/A

Integral

N/A

N/A

N/A

PL-3

23la

N/A

N/A

N

PP-3

33lq

3la

PL.2

41le

N/A

N/A

91lqx1131q PP

1 1x 1 1

AL

4. (AL) Castaluminum
(AP) Acrylicplastic
(N/A) Notapplicable
(PP) Phenolic
plastic
Platehasthreaded
holesin corners,
but
setscrews
not
included.
6. (PL) Plastic
(PP) Phenolic
plastic
(ST) Steel

com

F

G

e

3s/ro 31rc N/A

P

N/A

G

G

J',t4

G

G

N/Att F

J

G

F

31ll

G

G

lsls

G

7 . ( . ) Acrylicplatecomeswitha
2"opening
thatcanbeenlarged
byrouting
upthrough
it.

Pricescurrentat timeof
article's
anddo
oroduction
notinclude
shipping
charges.

31/t

2sls

P

G
G

8. (c) Canada
(T)Taiwan
(u) UnitedStates
( t ) Italy

N/A

G

F

G

F

I

G

U

23

150

G

U

69

290

50

.t lc

G
G

G

G

23lq

G

G

N/Att

F

G

U

26

130

G

U

55

lAt

F

T

180

FORMOREINFORMATION
GALI:
CMT
888t268-2487

Hartville
Tool
800/34s-2396

PorterOable Veritas
800/487-8665 800/871-8158

Craftsman
Jesada
Porta-Nails
Vermont
American
Available
at Sears 800/531-5559 800/634-9281 800/442-3405
Eagle
America
888t872-7637

JessEm
800/436-6799

Rockler
Woodhaven
800t279-4441 800/344-6657

Freud
Nucraft
Rousseau
WoodStock
International
800t472-7307 800/971-5050 800/635-3416 800/840-8420
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Modeled afiter the earthmoving monsters that foam large
building sites, this sturdy
truck makes moving lots of
sand child's play for young
construction hands.
Note: Webuilt our dump truck from

t/2"-thickpine, laminating material
for tbe tbicker parts. You can resau)
and plane pine boardsfrom tbe lumberyard or bome centerfor the needed stock. A 1x8 and a 1x6, eacb 6'
long, uill prouide more tban enougb
materialfor one dump truck.

First up, the cab and chassis
1 Cut three pie ces of stock
Vzx2t/<xl3", and glue them face-to-face
to make a blank for the chassis (A).
Glue the lamination with a waterresistant glue for a toy to be used outdoors. Plane or sand one edge and
one end of the blank smooth.
2 Draw a line across the smooth edge
3/<"ftom the smooth end. Extend the
line onto each face. Lay out the rounded front end on the chassis by drawing a semicircle with 3/<"radius centered on the edge line. (See the
Exploded View drawing.) Bandsaw
the end, and sand it smooth.
3 Cut parts B slightly oversize, then
glue one to each face of the lamination. Align the front of each one on

the index line you drew earlier, and
place the top edges flush with the top
of the chassis lamination.
4 After unclamping, sand the top
edges flush if necessary. Trim the lamination to finished length, as dimensioned in the Parts View drawing. Lay
out the radii, cutting lines, and hole
centers shown in the drawing. Set the
part aside for the time being.
5 Cut stock oversize for the cab parts
C. D. and E. Build the laminations for
parts C and E, keeping the edges
flush. After the glue dries, trim one
end of the C lamination square and
bevel-cut one end of the E lamination
to 30'. The cut end will be the back
of each part. Draw an index Iine l3/<"
from the back end of part C. Draw an

-7)
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t/z"dowels
s/q"long

Bill of Materials
Part
A- chassis

Finished Size

T

21/2'

121/2" P

t/zu

21/z'

111/2' P

1
2

C-uppercab
D-cabspacer
E. lower
cab

2Y2't

21/z'

55/a'

1/zu

21/z'

37/e'

P
P

1
1

1"1

2V2' 13t/z' P

1

Y2

71/zu

H spacer

'/2

I wheel
J boxbottom

EXPLODED
VIEW

= o

11/z'1

t/z"dia.

G headlight
1 / zx 2 "
brass hinge

(E

L

B. chassis
side

F fender

Darkenwindowswith
permanentmarker.

w

f2

11/2'l

4V2'

P

1

3/q'

P

4

1r/q"dia.

P

4

4t/z"dia.

P

4

P

1

v2

71/z'

8"

K* boxside

1/z'

35/a'

10" P 2

L boxfront
M*boxback
N brace

f2

31/q'

61A', P

f2

4Va'

V2

r/8

,l

P

1

314a" P

I
1

61/c'

O cabshield
V2'
2u
6Y4' P
. Cutpartoversize
initially;
thencuttofinished
sizein accordance
withhow-toinstructions.
t Laminate
t/zLthick
stockforthickness.
MaterialKey:
Pline
Suppfies:t/z'steelrcd,Vzu
axlecaps(4),1lx2'
brasshinge,#6xt/e"
flathead
woodscrews.

a / l l

t/2

't/z"
axles
Stslro"long

index line on the edge of part E 9s/"'
form the beveled end.
6 Glue parts C, D, and E together. To
do this, first glue part D to the bottom
of part C, aligning the back of part D
with the index line on part C. Keep
the edges flush. Drive in two nails to
keep the pieces from creeping. Then
spread glue on the bottom of D, and
position part E on it, aligning the
index line with the back of part D, as
shown in Pboto /. Nail and clamp the
C/D/E assembly.
7 After unclamping, plane or sand the
cab lamination (C/D/E) to 2Vz"wide,
the same width as the thickness of the
chassislamination (A/B). Trim the cab
lamination to finished length, shown
on the Parts View drawing. Cut the

waste off the front. Lay out the cutting line for the hood and windshield.
8 Saw kerfs in the front of the cab
lamination to represent the grille. To
m a k e th e cuts, set your tabl esaw
blade to Ye"cutting depth. Position
the fence 3/e"from the blade. and cut
across the end of the piece, as shown
in Pboto 2. Move the fence /a" farther
from the blade, and make another cut.
Saw six kerfs this way.
9 Now, glue the chassis(VB) and cab
(C/D/E) laminations together. Align
the point of the chassisbevel with the
bevel on the cab, and keep the edges
flush. After the glue dries, bandsaw
the cab and chassisto shape and drill
the axle holes with a drill press. Sand
the bandsawnedges,as necessary.

TIP: Drive nails (we used 4d finish nails)
into what will be waste areas to prevent
laminations from creeping when you
clamp them.

The fence gauges the position of the
kerfs and the miter gauge holds the
blank square when cutting the grille.

Continued
http ://www. woodmagazine. com
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Dump Truck
Add some realisticdetails

A big truck needsbig wheels

1 Lay out the cab side windows and
windshield. Outline them by driving a
chisel straight in along the lines, %e"
deep. Keep the straight side of the
chisel toward the inside.
2 Cut the fender (F) to shape, referring to the Parts View drawing. Glue
the fender into the cab slot.
3 Cut four headlights from Vz" dowel
stock. Sand a flat spot on each one,
and glue them to the fender, where
shown on the Parts View drawing.
4 Draw four 1V<"-diameter (5/tt"radius)
circles ofl Vz" stock. Drill a Vz"hole at
the center of each one; then scrollsaw
or bandsaw the four circles to make
the wheel spacers (H).

1 Laminate four wheel blanks, each
w i t h t h r e e V z x 5 V z x 5 r / 2l"a y e r s . O n
each, locate the center, and draw a
4Vz"-diameter (ZVq" radius) circle
around the center.
2 Bore a tYz" hole 7a" deep at the center of each wheel blank. Then drill a
Vz" axle hole through each, centered
in the larger hole. CWe used a drill
press, Forstner bit, and twist drill for
these operations.)
3 Cut out the wheels with a bandsaw.
Saw slightly outside the line; then
sand to the line. (\ilfe inserted a length
of Vz" rod through the axle hole, then
held the wheel against a sanding disc
to sand each one round.)
4 File the tread notches in each
wheel. To lay them out, draw guidelines Y<"from the edge on each face
and V<"from each face on the edge.
Mark 16 equally spaced lines across

17

tt/2,' r-

each wheel's edge. Then, using a
/s"-dia. rasp, file a notch at each mark
between the two guidelines, as shown
in Photo 3.
5 Rout L Vs" roundover along the edge
of each wheel on both sides. Set up a
fence on your router table when
doing this to keep the bit's pilot bearing from falling into the notches.
Then increase the bit's cutting depth
by Vre",and rout around the inside of
the center hole.
6 Cut two 5r5Ae"lengths of Vz" steel
rod, and drive a Vz" axle cap onto one
end of each. Slide a wheel and spacer
onto each axle, insert the axles
through the chassis holes, and slide
on a spacer and wheel. After making
sure the truck sits squarely on all four
wheels, remove the wheels and spacers for finishing later.
If the wheels don't all touch the
ground, you can elongate the ends of

Dump some effort into the box

CHASSIS

'!-@,:";T'"1
r')

1Vc"

lr

-/

lt,

PARTSVIEW
FENDER

1tZ"stock

t/a"round-over
set 3/ro"deep to
make %0"bead

headtight
tocations-

11/2"a-6%"-f-f!

+

/+

7y2"

-l

r/4"round-over

Notch with rattail
tile 1/q"deep.

1 Cut the box bottom (D to the size
shown and the box sides (K) to 1"
longer than the size shown. Saw a 3l'
bevel acrossone end ofpartJ.
2 Saw two angled grooves in the top
surface (the long surface) of the bottom where shown on the Box drawing. Cut them with a Yz"dado blade on
your tablesaw. Tilt the blade 15" from
vertical, and set the cutting depth to
/+". Position the saw's rip fence, and
saw a gfoove 1" ffom each edge.
3 Without changing the blade tilt,
remove the dado set and install your
standard tablesaw blade. Then bevel
the top edge of the sides(K) to 15'.
4 Place the sides in the grooves in the
box bottom, beveled edge up. Bring
the front ends flush with the front
(square) end of the box bottom, and
mark the length on the sides at the
rear end. Then, using a bevel gauge,
transfer the bevel angle from the back
edge of paft J to the sides (K). Set the
blade at 90" to the table, and miter-cut
the sidesto length.
5 Cut the box front (L) to size. Mitercut the ends to 15". (Sfle attached an
extended fence to the miter gauge to
cut the ends of the part.) Place the
box sides (K) in their slots in the bottom (|), and temporarily clamp the
WOOD Magazine
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30'bevel

NOTE: All stock t/2"lhick
3/ro"hole
Ta"deep

(30" bevel
3Aa x 11/q"

dowel rod

31/+"

# 6x 1 "F . H .
wood screw

Guidelines show how deep to file with
the round rasp when notching the tires.

BOX
71/2"

the hole through the front of the chassis. To do this, chuck the Yz"fwist drill
in a portable drill, and rock it up and
down as you drill into the hole from
each end.

31' bevel

}-t7"t

17/e"

b ox f r ont bet wee n th e b o x s i d e s ,
about midway along them.
6 Th e box bac k (M) n o t o n l y -fi ts
between slanted sides,it also sits on a
slant itself. This calls for compoundangle cuts-cuts made with both a
miter angle and L bevel angle. To
make the box back, start with a piece
of stock 1" wider and 1" longer than
the dimensionsshown. Rip a 30'
bevel on the bottom edge.
Next, trim the ends to length. For
these cuts, tilt the saw blade 7' from
vertical, and set the miter gauge to
12'. Sketch rough cutting lines on the
part to show its finished shape; then
saw one end, keeping the long side of
the bottom bevel up. Then, instead of
resetting the miter gauge for the next
cut, iust move it to the slot on the
other side of the blade. Flip the piece
end-for-end,and make the second cut.
7 Test-fit the back (M) between rhe
sidesCK).If it's too short-that is, if it
doesn't reach all the way from one
side to the other-sand or plane the
bottom bevel. \[ith the back fitted in
place, mark the width, as shown in
Photo 4. Adjust the blade tilt, and rip
the part to width.
8 Glue the sides (K) into the grooves
in the box bottom (D, and glue the
front (L) in place. Glue in the back
http ://www.woodmagazine.
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}-t7""
'17/a"

t/z"wide groovest/c" deep cut at
_
a 15" angle

S-1//2tl

17/a'
\-yrn

SEEPAGE124
FORDUMPBOX
PARTSVIEW DRAWING

Get readyfor heavy hauling

The front panel (L), temporarily placed
in the center of the box, helps hold the
box sides in position while you fit the
back panel and mark its width (height).
(M), and clamp the assembly with
heavy rubber bands.
Drill and countersink a shank and
pilot hole through each side into the
front (L) where shown. Drive in the
screws. Drill a 3/te"hole through each
side into the back (M). Glue a. l/q"
length of 3Ari'dowel into each hole.
9 Cut out the braces (N) and cab
shield (O), and glue them in place.

1 Finish-sand all parrs.
2 Brush on yellow water-soluble dye
for a durable color coat. Dye the
wheels black. Darken the windshield
and windows with a black felt-tip
permanent marker.
3 Allow the dye to dry for 24 hours.
Then apply exterior polyurethane for
a sandbox-safe finish.
4 Slip a wheel, Vz"washer, and spacef
onto each axle, and slide them into
place. Put the spacer, washer, and
wheel on the other side, and drive on
the axle caps. Cut a block of scrapwood to support the opposite end of
the axle as you drive the cap on.
5 Screw the box hinge to the back of
the chassis where shown. Invert the
box on your workbench, and position the cab and chassis on its bottom. Attach the other leaf of the
hinge to the bottom of the box.af
Project Design: David Ashe
Illustrations: Jamie Downing; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Hetherington Photography
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Perhaps you've marveled at
intricate patterns of banding
on antique furniture, and
maybe even bought and
inlaid fragile strips of the
stuff from a catalog. But
have you ever thought about
making it yourselfl We did,
so we called on Tony
Hayden (left), who
makes banding
for
much of the custom
furniture he builds in
his shop in Monterey,
Califor nia. And we
found that it's easier
than you might think. Start
with the basic patterns
shown here, then design
your own, building on what
you've learned.
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First,choosea patternto suityourproject
Note: For tbe Snack Tray project
on page 82, u,e tnacle and inlaid a
sirnple tbree-stripe
bancling.
HolL,euer, if -1,ottu)ant sotnetbing
ntore strikirtg-ancl
ct bit rnore
cba llenging- substitr.tte a bctndi n.g
of -),otu' ot un design)
Inlay banding can be merell'clecorative, or it czrn be functionell, serving as a transition between veneerecl
pl1'wood ancl solid-stock edging, say
in a tabletop. tJsing highly contrasting woods, bancling calls attention to
itself like the silver lining on a clark
clond. Or it can be as subtle as a fragrance, made fiom the same species
as the prclject but in a contrasting
grain orientati<tn. Such subtlety provides visual interest to a piece without overpowering it. The route you
choose is largell, a matter of personal pref-erence.

If you're not sure where to begin
with your design, catalogs, such as
Dover Inlay (301 /223-862O) or
Constantine's (800 /223-8087), can
give you an iclea of what thickness,
pattern, ancl colors might work best
with your project. A couple of simple patterns, as well as some corner
options, are shown in the Cutting
Crrrners drawing on the oppctsite
page. Variations of those and other
patterns appear later in this article.
Besides the clifferent species of segments that make up the pattern, for
most bandings you'll also need outer
bancling-the bread around the segment sandwich-to
sturdy up the
log. (In square and triangle patterns,
the segments are glued end-grain to
end-grain, making fragile joints. The
outer banding helps hold these
joints together until the bancling
WOOD ldagazine
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3 stepsto understanding
banding
To demystify the process of making inlay banding, take a look at the
drawing belou. Familiafizing yourself with the terms of the trade will
help as you learn the full technique.

CUTTINGCORNERS
Outerbanding

For matchingcorners,
use an odd numberof
segmentsin each run.

Length

7

Edgegrain

width

S T E P1 :
Saw segments
from blank.

Forcomplementary
corners,use an even
numberof segments
in each run.

STEP 2:
Glue segments
togetherand apply
veneerouterbanding
to make a log.

POORLY
PLANNED
CORNER

Rip thin bandingstrips
from bandinglog.

strip can be inlaid into the project: a
strong edge-grain to face-grain joint.)
You can use whatever species you
want for these bands, but a Vr6" or
/za" black-dyed veneer (available from
Constantine's) nicely sets off the
inlay while helping hide glue joints
on your project.
Once you decide on the banding's
pattern and materials, use the segment thickness to figure each segment's length. For example, if your
inlay has square segments, the length
equals the thickness; for 45" triangles, the segment length equals twice
the thickness.
Next, lay out the inlay location on
your proiect, and measure between
the outside corners of the layout
lines. Divide the length of a banding
run by the segment length and you'll
wind up with a whole number and a
http ://www.woodmagazine.
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remainder. The whole number is the
number of segments you'll need for
that run.
\ffhat about the remainder? If the
length of the run isn't critical, round
up or down, depending on the corner pattern you desire (see the
Cutting Corners drawing), and adjust
your run length and layout accordingly. Otherwise, you can divide the
remainder by the number of segments and add that fraction to each
segment. Repeat the process for the
other layout dimensions, adjusting
the run or segment length as needed.
Don't worry if your final segment
lengths aren't exactly the same for all
of the banding runs. You will need to
make banding logs specific to each
run, but differences of V3z"or so
won't be apparent unless the bandings are placed side-by side.
Continued

POORLY
PLANN
CORNER

Outstanding

Ba1).ding

thesegments
Nextstep:Cutting
To simplify the inlay process, you'll
want to cut enough segments to make
a banding log 3-4" longer than your
longest run. Otherwise, you'll have to
make a splice somewhere in the middle of the run.
To be confident that every thin slice
of banding will closely resemble every
other slice, make your segments from
blanks that show straight, consistent
grain from one edge to the other.
Although the exact dimensions of
your blanks aren't critical, rip them to
about 5" or less. (Vider segments
tend to cup and twist, and a 5"x2'
banding log yields about 40' of %ci'thick inlay.) Resaw and/or plane the
blank to the segment thickness.
Crosscutting the tiny segments isn't
as difficult or dangerous as it might
seem. All you need is a simple (but
accurate) crosscut sled set up with a
scrapwood zero-clearance insert and
auxiliary fence , as shown in the
Crosscut Sled drawing belou. Affix
the insert to the sled with doublefaced tape, then attach the auxiliary
fence to the insert in like fashion.
The edges you cut at this step need
to be flat and smooth so there will be
no gaps or glue lines anywhere in the

banding log. Therefore, choose a
clean, high-bevel-angle, SO-tooth blade
for the task. Mount the blade on your
tablesaw, set the bevel angle to match
your segments, then cut into the sled
and insert until the blade iust penetrates the auxiliary fence.
Measure your segment length from
this indexing kerf, and attach a small
stop to the zero-clearance insert with
double-faced tape. The stop must be
narrower than your segment blank
(see Pboto A, belout left) to keep from
trapping the cut off segment between
the blade and stop.
Place your segment blank against the
auxiliary fence on the zero-clearance
insert, make a test cut, measure the
segment length with a caliper, and
reposition the stop if neccesary. Once
you're satisfied, tack the stop in place
and you can cut segments all day long,
keeping the following points in mind:
.cut mofe segments than you think
you'll need to allow yourself plenry of
margin for unusable pieces or calculation effors.
.Keep the segments in the same order
as you cut them off. This helps the
grain appear to flow consistently
along the length of the banding.

(Use the indexing kerf, cut in the auxiliary
fence, to position the narrow stop precisely.
3/qx 5 x 30" auxiliaryfence

["i;---

| Stopblock(Affix in place after
i makingindexingkerf.)

s/qx12x30"
Zero-clearance insert

3/ax 25 x 40" plywood

CROSSCUTSLED

11/zx 31/zx 40" solidstock
3/ax 3/q"miter-slotguides
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Assemblinq
a trio
basic
ba-'ndings
of
Let's start with the assembly process
that's common to all three of our basic
banding patterns: squares, triangles,
and herringbone. Then, we'll give
more specific assembly instructions in
the individual sections that follow.
Gather everything you'll need for the
process: banding veneer, a small
square, white or yellow glue, a glue
brush, waxed paper, newspaper, a
hardwood clamping block a little
wider and longer than your banding
log, spring clamps, and bar clamps.
Begin by screwing or clamping a
temporary wooden fence to the front
of your bench. This fence provides a
reference edge against which you'll
build your banding log, so make sure
it's at least as tall as youf segments are
thick, and 3-4" longer than the log
you want to make. And it's bound to
get messy, so wax the face with paraffin to prevent it from becoming part
of the glue-up.

1.Alternating
squaresI

andcheckerboards

Before cutting your square segments, draw two or three pencil
lines on one face of each segment
blank. Then cut the segments and
line them up in the same order as
they were cut on a scrap pllurood
tray. The tray makes it easy to move
the segments to your assembly area,
and the lines give you a reference to
keep the grain running the same
direction along the log. Now, build
the banding log by following the
steps shown in the drawings and
photo at rigLtt.
For simple square banding, clean
the unbanded face of the log, then
glue and clamp another piece of
outer banding to the iust-cleaned
face. To make the checkerboard pattern, rip the log in half, and glue the
cleaned, unbanded faces together,
offsetting the the pattern by one
segment length.
Continuecl
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Roll out a strip of high-quality masking tape along the fence, sticky side
up. Tack one end to the bench with a
short piece of tape, then stretch the
strip while you stick down the other
end with another piece. Stretching the
tape provides a clamping effect during
the glueup. Repeat the process, slightly overlapping each strip of tape, until
your masking-tapebed is at least as
wide as your segments.
The first segment on the tape sets
the alignment for the entire log of
banding, so make sure it's square with
the temporary fence. Stick a square to
the masking-tape bed, as shown in
Pltoto B, top rigltt, and press the first
segment to the tape along the square.
From here on, the technique varies,
based on the pattern and shape of the
segments, but there are a few more
general points to be made about the
assembly:
.Before gluing the dyed veneer for the
outside banding, clean both sides with
lacquer thinner on a cloth to promote
better adhesion.

I
Use a square (left) to be certain that your first segment goes onto the masking tape
straight, then dry-fit the segments together. Recheck with a try-square periodically.

.Be generous with the glue to give
yourself plenty of working timeyou'll need it. When you think you've
got enough, add a little more.
.After the glue sets for 20-30 minutes, unclamp the log of banding and
remove the masking tape, because
once the glue sets fully, removing the
tape is a rcal bear. Then reclamp the
assemblyfor another 24 hours.
.To get the smoothest gluing surface
for the banding veneer, clean up the
unbanded face (or faces) using a hand
plane, cabinet scraper (Pboto C), or
hard block and 80- or 100-grit paper.

After unclamping the log of banding,
remove masking tape residue and glue
squeeze-out with a hand plane, sanding
block, or cabinet scraper (shown).

SQUAREBANDING

STEP1: Dry-fitsegments.
alternating
colorsandpressing
eachintothemasking-tape
bed.
STEP 2: Removesquare and temporaryfence.
STEP 3: Clampa scrap of leftover
segmentstock to bench at each
end of bandinglog.
STEP 4: Workingquickly,apply
yellow or white gid as dnowhin
Photo D. Tighten benchtopbar
clamp untillog bows up slightly.
STEP 5: Lay outer banding

veneeron log,anota]iei"'"

Clamp,ing
block

Outerbanding

waxed paper, newspaper,and
first-gluedend, clamp
log to benchtopusing
bar clamps at 3-4" intervals.
Lifting the dry-fit segments slightly with a
thin stick opens the gap between them,
making it easy to brush glue into the joints.

http ://www.woodmagazine.
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Scrap from segment blank
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Or-rtstandingBanding
2.Triangles,
diamonds,
andzigzags
m
Like squares and checkerboards, these
three patterns are simply variations on
a theme, this time triangular. Once
again, we'll start with the basic pattern and show you how to build on
that for a fancier effect.
First, a couple of notes about cutting
the triangular segments: To avoid tearing out the fragile edges, leave about
/6<" of flat at the top of each triangle

G

by setting your stopblock a little wicle
of the mark. And, because some segments will still tear out, cut about 5012u
more segments than ).ou actuall),
need. Check the pieces carefulll'
before using them ancl set asicle :rn1,
with lots of tearout or clther clef-ects
With all of your se[ameltts cut,
assemble the log :rs shown in the
drawings belou,. Ke ep in rnincl that

the exposecl encl-grain of the segments will clrink the glue in like crazy.
Yotr m:rv wlrnt to enlist :r helper to fbllow bchincl vou, clropping in the top
selaments as vou spreacl a heaw close
of gltre on thc hills ancl valleys.
The bancling log's end-grain to endgrain joints arc f:rirly fragile, so leave
tlre log clamped tor 21 hours. Then
cle:ur up both f:rces of the log, being

T R I A N G L EB A N D I N G
S T E P3 : B r u s hg l u e
liberallyon segments.
,STEPO'-./
./
Nestdifferentspecressegmenls V
in the valleys.
STEP1: Buttedgesof
same-speclessegments
on masking-tape
bed.

STEP 2: Removesquareand temporaryfence.

3. Classicherringbone
banding
Unlike square and triangular bandings, the joints within a herringbone
log are face-grain to face-grain and
plenty strong, so outer banding is
optional. The herringbone design also
differs in the way the segments are
cut from the blank.
The banding's face comes from the
edge grain of your segment blank so
pay particular attention to getting a
blank with straight, consistent edge
grain. And, because a 2"-thick blank
yields a Z"-long segment, a thicker
blank means fewer segments you'll
have to cut.
To cut herringbone segments, move
your stop to the other side of the
blade to reduce the likelihood of kickback. Make a test cut to check for
correct segment width. And, just as
with square segments, keeping the
slices in the same order they come off
the blank provides more consistent
grain flow throughout the log. Now
assemble the banding log as shown in
the drawings at rigbt.
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HERRINGBONE
Square
Temporaryfence

(
45"
Masking-tape
bed
STEP1: Brushglueon the beveled
edgesandjoin the segment
on the taoe bed.

Clampingblock

Waxed paper
STEP3: Stretchthreestriosof
maskingtape acrosstop bf
log, then applywaxedpaper,
newspaper,
and clamping
block.Clampto benchtopwith

STEP2: Removesquareand
temporaryfence.

Finally,
ripthe
bandingstrips
careftll not to remove too much material and expose the points. If your
design ends here, glue and clamp
banding veneer to both faces.
For zigzags, rip the log in half and
flip one half back on the other, offsetting the pieces by one-half segment
length. Glue the halves together, add
the banding veneer on both sides,
then clamp.

A diamond pattern can be done just
like zigzags, except for offsetting the
segments. But a better option is to
cut your triangle segments from one
species and mating square segments
from another species. Put triangles
down first, glue and nest the squares,
glue and nest the top triangles, and
clamp the whole thing at once. Then
clean and band the log as usual.

STEP 5: Layerwaxedpaper,
newspaper,and clamping
block.Startingfrom the
middleof the log,clamp
the assemblyto the benchtop
usingbar clampsspacedat

STEP 4: After glue sets, unclamplog and
---\
clean both faces. Rip the log in
half, or make anotheirlog to match.

STEP 5: Gluetwo logs togetheras
shown,takingnoteto matchany color
or grainirregularities.
Clampasdembly
to benchtop.

Remove the blade from your tablesaw
and replace it with a 7V+"thin-kerf hollow-ground planer blade. The smallerdiameter blade provides a better entry
angle for the teeth, resulting in a
smoother finish, and the thin kerf
gives you an extra hr," strip of banding
about every third cut. To reduce chipping, use a zero-clearance insert in
your tablesaw.
Clamp an auxiliary wooden fence to
your tablesaw fence, with the end of
the auxiliary fence stopping just short
of the center of the blade, as shown in
Pboto E, belou. The strip you cut off
will want to twist away from the
blade; you've just provided it room to
do that without binding.

Because the auxiliary fence ends midblade, you can rip off strip after strip of
banding without fear of binding. Use a
push shoe to safely finish the cut.
Set the fence to cut off Vrc" strips of
banding. Use a sacrificial push shoe,
such as the one shown on the saw
table in the photo, to keep the log flat
while you complete the cut. Don't get
discouraged by the first few strips that
come off the log. You'll need to cut
V r - V 2 "f r o m t h e l o g b e f o r e y o u g e t
through the uneven segment ends and
glue squeeze-out.
To install your banding, see our technique in WOODa magazine issue 26,
pages 42-47. If you don't have that
issue, you can order a back issue for
$6.95 by calling 800/346-9663, or get
a reprint of the article for $5 by writing to WOODa Magazine ReprintsInlay #26, L716 Locust Srreet, GA-310,
Des Moines, IA, 5O3O9-3Oh.8
Written br': Dave Campbell
Tcchtrical consnltant: Tonv Havclen
Photographs: Kurt Reurolcls
Illustmtions: Roxanne I-eMoine; Lorna lohnson
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Foldin

Need flexible dining
accommodations
for
your home? Try the stylish
set of folding tray tables
we'fe
pfesenting
here.
Handsome enough to leave
out even when you're not
using them, they're very easy
to build, anrd feature a simple
inlay banding that adds a
touch of class.
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Strike up the bandedtray
1 Refer to the cutting diagram and
laminate a sandwich consisting of Va"
walnut, Y<" ash, Lnd Ve"walnut for the
inlay strips (D). From this lamination
np 2O /a" strips. Set these aside.
2 Cut enough 1/<"stock (we used ash)
for parts A and B to 2Vz" wide. Make
each 1" longer than specified in the
Bill of Materials. Install a Vz" dado
blade on your tablesaw to cut the
inlay groove and the rabbet that supports the panel insert (C). We show a
rabbet depth of V4",but this might
vary slightly with the plywood you

use for the panel inserts. (See the
Frame detail.) When cutting the inlay
groove, test-fit the inlay strips cut in
Step 1. Shim your dado set to widen
the groove if necessary.
3 Glue an inlay strip into a groove in
each frame rail. Let the glue dry,
scrape any squeeze-out from the surface, and run each piece through your
thickness planer to shave the banding
flush with the frame surface.
4 Miter-cut the ends of the frame
pieces (A, B) to finished length. flVe
used a stopblock for this.) Then set
up a t/<"slot-cutting bit in a router
WOOD Magazine
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1/axU2"
walnutand ash inlay

TRAYEXPLODED
VIEW

1/2"
QIOOVQ
t/a" deep

t/+"spline

Rip into
/a" strips.

o

FRAMESECTIONVIEW

FRAME DETAIL
1/2"rabbel t/q" deep

""""'%
ai-a-l

SHOP.MADEBANDING

1/q"

2/2" ----------------

t/+"spline

)
-

Guideclamped
to routertable

table to cut the pocket for gluing in
the comer spline (Illustration A). Cut
the splines from Vs"hardboard.
5 Dry-test the pieces to check the
frame alignment; then cut and fit the
panel inserts (C). Glue the corners
(and splines) together, drop the panels in as a tempofafy "form," and
wrap a band clamp around each
assembly to cinch it (Illustration B).
6 After the corner ioints have a
chance to set up, glue and clamp the
panel inserts into the frames.
7 Using a V<" round-over bit in a tablemounted router. rout the outside
http ://www.
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edges of each tray as shown in the
Frame Section View drawing.

The leg assemblies-three
simple parts,clever hardware
1 Cut the 16 legs (E) to size, mark layout lines for the rounded ends, and
use a bandsaw to rough-out the cuts.
Sand the ends to the line with a disc
or belt sander. Rout V'," rourrd-overs
on all leg edges using a table-mounted
router and piloting bit. Rout /<" roundovers where shown on the cleats.
2 Cut the tray cleats (F) to size, and
shape the lower corner of each end to

a 3/<"-tadius, as shown in the Tray
Bottom View drawing.
3 Use the drill press to drill the 3/t"diameter holes sAe" deep in each leg,
for both the pivot hinges and the
cross dowels. (Tbe eigltt inner legs
get tbe extra bole near their louer
'W'e
end.
marked our inside legs
'E/in'
to auoid confusion) Also, drill
the 3/q"holes in the tray cleats at this
time. Next. drill the shank holes in the
cleats and countersink.
4 Cut eight 3/sx3/4x2U"
strips for the
cross dowels (G). Next, install a 3/a"radius round-over bit in your router
Continued
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Tl.y Tables
table. Adjust the cutter height and the
fence to get a precise quarter-round
cut, then make four passes on each
blank, rotating a quarter turn with
each pass Llntil you have a round
dowel 3/'i" irt diameter. Stop about 2"
short of each end, leaving it square.
This allows you to keep the workpiece from turning as you rout. Then
cut the dowels to length.
5 Apply your finish to all these parts
while they're still unassembled. QVe
used two coats of pollurethane.) Put
cotton balls in all )/t" holes, and use
tape to mask the cross dowel ends
and the top edge of each tray cleat.
This will protect the gluing surfaces.

s/a"blind-pivot
hinge

countersunkon bottom

,-tr

#B x2"
F.H.brass
wood screw

I

I

hinge
t/+"round-overs

3/q" hole

e/0"deep

t/a" round-ovgrs

a/q',hole
s/0" deep

7sz"shank
hole,counterI sunk

("
#8 x2"
F.H.brass
wood screw

TRAY TABLE
EXPLODEDVIEW

7o+"pilotholes
t/2"deep

Tsz"shank
hole, countersunk
R=3/q'

7+" blind-pivot
hinge

%'\

4,

Yes,there is a catch
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1 Put together four E/G subassemblies
by gluing the cross dowels into the
two inside legs of each table. And
here's a tip: Yon'll get better results
and less squeeze-out if you apply glue
to the side walls of the holes (with a
small brush or a cotton swab) rather
than to the ends of the dowels.
2 Apply glue inside the hinge holes of
the inner legs, then clamp to press-fit
the hinges in place (Illustration C). A
handscrew clamp works best. Be sure
to protect the jaw with a scrap block
so the rivet head won't dent it.

1 Make eight photocopies of the
Catch Pattern; then cut eight blanks
to size. These catches help keep the
tray tables locked upright when in
use. Before you glue the patterns on
for contour cufting, drill the 7<" holes
in the face of each block. Use a fence

")
[-q4
M 1r-/ l\

Puttingthe legs together

3 Use the same method to make up
the E/F subassembly. Then, affix
these subassemblies to the inner leg
subassemblies by gluing them to the
hinges at the center pivot holes.
Assemble all the leg frames.

g/a"blind-pivot

I

)
11/2"

s/sz"shank hole,
countersunk

s/q"hole
e/0"deep

I

,/ll

t

/6

# 8 x 2 " F . H .b r a s s
wood screw

7oz"shankhole,
countersunk

TRAY BOTTOMVIEW
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CUTTINGDIAGRAM
and stop to keep the hole placement
consistent. The cross dowel must nest
equally in both catches of each table.
2 For the offset notch at the top of
each catch, use the pattern as a rough
guide only. Your plywood thickness
will determine exactly how much of
the frame rail is exposed. For accuracy, mark one block directly against
the frame to find the actual offset
(Illustration D). Then set up a fence
and a stop on your bandsaw to cut the
notches on all the catch blocks.

Ash inlay @
\/q x 51/zx 24" Ash

Walnutinlay@ | watnutinlay@
1/ax 51/zx 48" Walnut

1/qx 24 x 48" Cherryplywood

3/qx 51/zx 96" Ash

3/+x 51/zx 96" Ash

3/+x 71/qx 96" Ash

3/qx 71/qx 96" Ash

Bill of Materials
Finished Size

Part

W

T

L

G

= o

Part

TRAY
A framerails

3h'

zf2

B frameends

3h'

zf2

C panelinserts Vi
D inlaybands

w

L

(E

= a

STAND

21', A 8
t1f4

101/q'

vd'

Finished Size
T

17

A

U

CP 4

tf4

14', A

2

3/"'

11/2"

14', A

2

3/4'

13/q'

A

1

lVz'

J feet

3/"'

K arms
M stretcher

LEGS

2

3/4'

20' A/V 20 L handle

Vz'

303/4' A

I uprights

3/"',

z

Izf4

12r/q' A

I

I

Infay Materlal:lqxit/2x22"ash taminated
between
twolayersof lax|l/zx2L"
walnut;
ripthis
lamination
intostripsslightly
thicker
thant/e".(See
A SimpleShop-Made
Banding.)
Afterthey're
gluedin,you'llsandthemflushwiththeframe.
flat-head
woodscrews(8),
Supplies:#8x1r/q"
(32),%"-diam.
brasswoodscrews
plywood, #8x2"flat-head
Materialskey: A-ash,CP-cherry
blindpivot
(seenoteon blindpivothinges(16).(Hoto-Hinge
AM-ashandwalnutinlaybanding
hingesaremadeby AbraInc,,P,0,Box1086,
inlaymaterial
atright).
Bloomington,
lN 47402,8121339-5237.
Abrawill
retailer.)
selldirector referyoutoa catalog
Screwsplacedin shank holes
%0"-thick
wooden spacers

7a"spacerblock
Tap each screw
to mark locations.

3 Now glue the catch patterns onto
the blanks, and bandsaw near the
inside contour line. Use a spindle
sander to sand to the line so the
dowel fits snugly (Illustration E).

Smalldrum
sander

4 Drill the countersunk holes through
the catch block supporting the
notched ends. Remove the patterns,
and glue and fasten a pair of catches
to the underside of each tray table.
(See the Tray Bottom View drawing.)
5 Ifith each tray table upside down,
mark layout lines for the cleat posi
tions. Then set the leg assembly in
place and align the cleats with the layout marks. With %r,"-thick shims in
place to keep the legs and cleats
aligned, tap screws into the cleats'
mounting holes to make indentations
F).
in the tray frame (Illustration
Then shift the leg assembly aside to
drill pilot holes for the screws. Glue
the leg assembly's cleats into position,
and drive the screws to secure them.
Continued
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Tl.y Tables

o-overs
\
- Handle
tl
tl

Thefinaltouchstand
? matching
for storagd
1 Start by cutting the uprights (I), feet
@, arms (K), handle (L), and stretcher
(M) to size. (See the Tray Stand
Exploded View.)
2 Install a 3/<"dado blade in your
tablesaw, and cut half-lap notches in
the feet, arms, and uprights
(Illustration
G).
3 Reset or restack the dado blade to
Vz"; then cut the shallow grooves for
the inlay in the handle and stretcher.
Glue the four remaining inlay strips
into the grooves; then let the adhesive dry and mill them flush as before.
4 Truce the contour patterns onto the
feet (D and the handle (L); then cut
and sand them to shape.
5 Cut the radius on the top ends of
the uprights (I) as shown in the Parts
View, and drill the counterbored
screw holes for attaching the handle
and stretcher. Cut 3/s"-diameter plugs
for the counterbores (from the waste
left from cutting part I).
6 Drill four 7/s"-diameter holes in
each arm (K), where shown on the
pattern, to locate the notches
where the tables' edges will rest.
Bandsaw the notches open and round
the corners slightly with a drum
sander. Then cut and sand the ends
round on each arm.
7 Glue up the half-lap joints that connect the feet and arms to each
upright. Sand the joints smooth, and
rout a Y<" tound-over along the edges.
Also round-over parts L and M.
8 Connect these two upright assemblies by gluing and screwing them to
the ends of the handle and stretcher.
Glue plugs in the counterbores and
sand them flush; then finish-sand the
entire assembly.

s/e"plug
7e"long

r

7o+"pilotholes
s/n"deep

I

#8x11/q'F.H.
wood screw

3/8"counterbore
t/q" deep with a
7sz"shank hole
centered inside

Upright

t/+"round-overs
Half-lap
Te"deep

Ta"counterbore
t/q" deep with a
7sz"shank hole
centeredinside
@u@u.-

x 1 1 / aF" . H .
f , - t t # '8
c
WOOd
SCreW

/+" round-overs
Half-laps
7a"deep

,2

Stretcher

t
TRAY STAND
EXPLODEDVIEW

Haltlaps
Te"deep

/+" round-overs

{(l

Thefinishingtouch
Again, for this project we recommend
a durable finish such as polyurethane.
On the tray tables apply an extra coat
for best protection.i
Written by Bill LaHay
Proiect Design: James R. Downing
Illustrations: Kim Downing; Lorna Johnson
Photograph: Hetherington Photography
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PARTSVIEW
3/q"hole /io" deep
on opposite side

3/q"hole s/6" degp
on front side

3/q"hole g/ro"deep

R=3/c"

on oppositeside

11/2"

e/+"hole g/ro"dgep
on front side

s/q"hole s/0" deep

on oppositeside

tl

11/z

-I
'r

3h"

FRONTLEG
Half-lap7a"deep on outsideface
11/z'f,
tl

/
5"

Half-lap7e"deep on insideface
+3O3/q"+
1Y2n-

|

/

./o"r-

/

-i'l'

R=3/+"

o

7e"counterboreth" deep with a 7se"shank hole
centeredinsideon outsideface

STANDUPRIGHT
Centerline

@
Half-lap
7e"deep

ARM
FULL.SIZEPATTERN

Half-lap
3/B"deep
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Whenever you wander over
the river or through the
woods, carrying ouf sturdy
turned walking stick, the
miniatufe compass in the top
will help keep you pointed in
the right direction. And by
following
our how-to directions, you can't go wfong
turning it, either.
Make your stick the right size
lfith walking sticks, size matters. So,
before you start cutting or turning any
wood, figure out what lengths for the
two maple sections (B, C in the
Exploded View drawing on the opposite page) will make the walking stick
a comfortable length for you.
To do this, stand with your arms
hanging down and bend your right
arm up at the elbow, bringing your
forearm parallel to the floor and
extending your hand as if to shake
hands. Measure from the floor to your
little finger. (You don't need to
achieve a high level of precision here;
measuring to the nearest /2" or so will
b e f i n e . ) S u b t r a c t 5 3 / < "f r o m t h i s
dimension. Divide the result by two.
ffon can round the results.) This will
give you the finished length for B and
C, allowing Vz" fot the tenon on the
bottom of B and the top of C.

Decidehow you'll go about
drillingthe spindleends
As the Exploded View drawing shows,
tenons turned on the shaft sections

(B, C) mate wirh holes in the
tip (A) and handle (D) for
assembly. In addition,
the threaded insert
and stud that join the
shaft sections (8, C)
install into holes.
You can drill these
four holes on the
lathe, in conjunction
with turning the
parts. To do the
drilling
on the
lathe, you'll need a
Jacobs-type drill
chuck mounted on

11lz" dia.

The shaft sections may prove
check before starting.

long to drill on some lathes. Set up the lathe

a Morse-taper arbor (shown at the bottom of tbe page) to fit your lathe's
tailstock. (Chucks with arbors in
Morse taper l, 2, or 3 arc available
from tool dealers, including Craft
Snpplies USA, 800/ 55 l-887 6.)
Also. your lathe bed must be long
enough. To check this, install the
arbor, drill chuck, and twist drill in
the tailstock. Then make sure you can
pllt a shaft blank (B or C) between the
drive center and the tip of the drill.
(See the photo aboue.)
If you can't drill the parts on the
lathe, drill them with a drill press
either before or after turning. Because
it's easier to grip a sqllare piece and
align it for drilling, we lean toward
drilling before turning. This also
ensures an accurately centered hole
because the lathe center fits into the
drilled hole, centering the turning
around it.
To mount a drilled blank between
centers, engage the hole over a live
cone center in the tailstock. In the
case of parts A and B, this means yoll
won't be able to orient the blank initially as described in instructions. The
only difference this will make, however, will be to place the larger diameter
of the taper at the tailstock rather
than the headstock to start.

1/2"tenon
1/2"long

1112"dia.

Get your wood readyto turn
The walking stick requires four
blanks. They are:
fl Tip (A), Bocote, Ix7x4".
t Lower shaft (B) and upper shaft
(C), Maple , 2x2",length determined in
Make Ttour stick tbe rigbt size.
f, Handle (D), Bocote, lVzxl./+x8".
For best appearance, the grain and
color of sections B and C should
appear corltinuous when the parts are
assembled, so choose these blanks
carefully. You can substitute other
woods for a different appearance.
If you've decided to drill the blanks
before turning, drill the holes in the
blanks for parts A, B, and C now.
(We'll deal with the holes in part D
later.) Refer to the Exploded View
drawing for hole sizes and placement.

13/ro"
dia.

1/e"hole
1 1 / a "d e e p

1/a"beads
1 3 / r o "d i a .
5/re"hole

Here'sa tip on whereto start

Begin turning with the tip (part A). To
get started, install a spur-type drive
center in your lathe's headstock and a
live center in the tailstock. A smalldiameter drive spur will come in
handy when turning the tip, which is
smaller than 1" diameter at both ends.
Mark centers on both ends of the
short Bocote blank, and mount it on
the lathe. Place the end that will be
the bottom toward the tailstock.
unless you drillecl the blank first.
Round the blank to about 1" diameAn ordinary t/2" drill chuck
m o u n t e d o n a n i n e x p e n - ter, using a roughing gouge or large
s i v e a r b o r a l l o w s y o u t o spindle gollge. Taper the piece from
d r i l l h o l e s i n t u r n i n g s :/s" diametef to ./i" diametef ovef its
on the lathe.
wlrole length. A t/:" or 1" skew does a
good job on this cut. Check the side
with a straightedge to ensure a
straight taper. Block-sand the part
with 12O- and 150-grit sandpaper.
Finish-san d, to Z2o-grit.

EXPLODED
VIEW

7la" dia.

1 / 2 "t e n o n
1 / z "l o n g

1/+"beads
7la" dia.
1 / 2 "h o l e
s / r o "d e e p

Cr,tntittued
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VAlking Stick
Reverse the turning between centers, placing the larger end toward the
tailstock. Then mark a line Yq"from
the large end, and turn a Ys"bead on
the end. @emounting the workpiece
to do this eliminates the possibility of
your skew tangling with the drivecenter spurs when forming the bead.)

Drill a hole to take a tenon
Adjust the lathe to a slow speed-500
rpm or less, and turn it off. Dismount

Align the point of the drill on the center
mark in the turning. Start with a small
drill, and work Lrplo rh" in steps.

Drill a 3/te"prlot hole 1" deep in the
large end of the piece, following the
procedure you used to drill the tip.
Enlarge the hole to 5/ra".
Referring to the Exploded View
drawing, follow the same procedures
to turn section C. Size the small end
of this part to match the diameter of
the large end of part B.

the workpiece. Remove the tailstock
center from the lathe. and install a
d ri l l -type chuck at the tai l stock.
Chuck a3/r6"twist drill in it.
Engage the small end of the turning
on the drive spur, and center the twist
drill over the center mark on the big
end, as shown in the photo at left,
to p . S tart the l athe, and sl ow l y
advance the tailstock ram to drill eAe"
deep into the workpiece, as shown in
the photo at left, bottom. Retract the
drill, and shut off the lathe . Chuck in a
larger twist drill, and following the
same procedure, enlarge the hole.
Enlarge it to V2"in steps.

It's time to get a handle on this
Mark the offset turning centers on
the handle blank (D), where shown
on the Handle Blank Layout drawing.
Draw the seven lines around it.
Bore a 1" hole 2Vz"deep at the end
that will be the top of the handle and
a Vz"laole eAe"deep at the other. (The
compass pl ugs the l arg e hole, in
which you can store matches and the
like.) Drill at the turning centers. (We
did the job on a drill press, using a
Forstner bit for the 1" hole.)
To mount the drilled workpiece on
the lathe, tum an insert for the large
hole, shown in the Handle Center
Insert drawing. Turning the insert
between centers from a lVz" dowel
provides an accurate center point for
mounting the handle blank.
Mount the handle blank between
centers, with the insert at the headstock end. Turn the ends of the
blank-the portions outside the
lines-to lVz" diameter.Taper the cut
to about the midpoint of the space
between the first two lines from each
end, as shown in the photo at top, left
on the oppositepage.
Round down the central portion of
the handle to the offset face. (The
diameter will be about 2".) Redraw
the five middle guidelines.

Head right for the middle
Turn the two shaft sections (8, C)
next. Mount the blank for section B
between centers, placing the end that
will make the middle joint at the headstock (unless you'fe mounting L ptedrilled blank).
Round down the blank to lVq" diameter. Draw a line around the cylinder
Vz"from the end that will have the
tenon. (See the Exploded View drawi n g .) Ifi th the parti ng tool , cut
straight in to 1" diameter just below
the line. Then turn a taper from the
top down to the parting cut. Check
the long taper for straightness.
Form a Vz"-longtenon a little larger
tha;n Vz"in diameter at the small end
of the turning. Gauge the diameter at
the top of the tip (A) with an outside
caliper. Then, with a skew, finish-turn
the workpiece from l3Ae" diameter at
the top to the caliper diameter at the
end above the tenon.
Form a V<"bead at each end of the
shaft. Finish-sandthe turning.

--T
I
11/2"

Turn the tailstock handle slowly and
steadily to advance the drill into the
wood. Run the lathe at a slow speed.

rl
,/

I
3/^tr

-{

Yll
|
|
| "/o"

Yl("'0"
| 3/+'
t/0"

1" diameter
2l/+" long

HANDLE
11/+"diameter
CENTERINSERT
1"long

V,^!,"'"'roror=
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tsto" HANDLE
rl
BLANK LAYour
l"to"
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The centers are offset on the handle
blank, so the piece will be slightly offbalanceas you turn the ends round.

After turning the handle to roughly this
shape, complete it by hand. A rasp,
plane, and sanders will come in handy.

You've finally reachedthe
gripping part of this project

to get the threaded parts in straight so
the shaft sections will join properly.
Epoxy-glue the tip and handle to the
tenons on the shaft sections.
Apply a clear finish. (The walking
stick shown is finished with Danish
oil and a. co^t of paste wax.) Slide a
rubber crutch tip onto the end, and
insert the compass into the handle.i

Form four grooves for the handle
grip. Shape the grooves with a t/2"
gouge, starting midway between each
pair of lines. Make the grooves about
7s" wide at the top and W" deep or
less. (Refer to the Handle Full-Size
Pattern for the general form.) Don't
cut the groo'/es into the sides or back
of the workpiece.
By the time you reach this point,
the handle should look approximately
like the one in the photo aboue rigbt.
(We turned the mahogany piece
shown to practice the procedures.)
Now, shape the back and sides of
the center portion to match the handle's ends, using a rasp or block
plane. At the same time, shape the
finger grips to the profile shown in
the Handle Cross Section View A-A
drawing. Blend the contours and
round the edges of the grips to make
the handle smooth and comfortable
to hold on to.
\fith the handle shaped, turn a
chamfer around the top, bringing it
to within Vtci'of the handle center
insert. Sand the handle with 100- or
IZo-grit sandpaper to smooth all the
contours. Then, finish-sand it. Finally,
form a V<"bead around the bottom.

Walking stick designed and turned by Ray Wilber
Photographs: Hetherington Photography
Illustrations: Roxanne LeMoine: Loma Iohnson

BuyingGuide
C o mpass. Mi ni ature compass,
about lV<" diameter,fits in 1" hole.
Item no. 200CP,$10.90 including
shipping in U.S. Schlabaughand
'Woodworking,
Sons
T2O 14th St.,
Kalona, IL 52247. Call 800/3469663 to order.

Now you can stick it all together
Epoxy-glue L 2" length of 3/s"threaded
brass rod (or a cut-off brass machine
screw) into the hole in the lower
shaft section (B). Press a /e" threaded
insert into the hole in the upper shaft
section (C). Coat the insert with
epo)ry glue as you install it. Take care
http ;//www.
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Planeor file to match
turnedends of handle.

HANDLECROSS
SECTIONVIEW A.A

9r

PanelProputspanel-saw
safetywithinwallet'sreach

Manhandling a sheet of 3/4"pllurood
or medium-density fiberboard is gutbusting work, especially when trying
to position it on a tablesaw for ripping or crosscutting.And, unlessyou
hav e adequat e s i d e a n d o u tfe e d
tables, the job can be downright danger ous . T he P an e l Pro p a n e l s a w
makes breaking down sheet goods
both safeand affordable.
Like big panel-cutting rigs that cost
twice as much, the Panel Pro guides a
built-in 7V<"circular saw on a pair of
parallel rails for crosscutting large
sheets, as shown at rigbt. Align the
cutline with the blade and pull the
saw through the sheet. A recoil cable

? e r t o r m a n cf re

****

***>r><
C all 800 / 599- 16 5 5 , o r, o n th e
Internet, visit www.panelpro.org.

attached to the saw helps return it to
the top after the cut, but I found the
spring to be a tad stiff, requiring a
bit of effort to pull through the cut.
For ripping, the saw rotates 90" in
its carriage (a spring-loadedpin snaps
it precisely into place), a,nda knob
locks the carriage at ripping height.
Then you push the sheet through the
saw.
Unfortunately, the Panel Pro's bottom
support track extends only about 30"
on either side of the blade. so a 4x8'
sheet requires additional support during the first and last 2' of the cut. The
short track also limits the crosscut
length to about 5' without extra support. That said, this compact unit takes
up less than 12 square feet of floor
space when folded against the wall-a
big plus for the small shop.
Mechanically, this saw is top notch,
accurate to within %2"cfosscutting and
lzs"ripping. I experienced a fair amount
of tearout crosscutting oak-veneer plywood, even after replacing the stan-

dard-equipment ripping blade with a
high-quality finishing blade. I countered that by cutting slightly oversized pieces and making a clean finishing cut on my tablesaw.
:Tested

by Bob McFarlln

Continuedfrompage
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53/a" to 14t' diameter available
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designedfor slidins compound
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'
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saws.
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Designed for radial arm
*6" x 40T x 3/sa" -N
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-N
Sale
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or tablesaqis-fine crosscut.
x 40T x 10mm-lC
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71
Price 1st Blade 2ndBlade
Sale 10%Off 157o()ff
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10" x 80T
NEW for
Price1stBlade2ndBlade
& Makita Table
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***Dewalt
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Saws ""Saw Boss
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(1" hole)
1 4 "x 1 0 0 T * G
(1" hole)
1 6 "x 1 0 0 T #
(1" hole)
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219
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STIFFENER

Make all your
blades cut better
and quieter with a
blade stiffener!

o

o

o

I

Peels Plus
16 oz. can
may bs
purchassd
soparaloly
sfso*55*

Select one of these items FREE when placing
an order for any saw blade or dado purchase
from this ad in Woodmagazine. Choose from
the eight book titles shouir, imprinted cap, or
16 oz. can of sprav blade cleaner.
Hurry! This special offer is limited while sup
plies last on orders placed byJune 30, 2000.

FORREST DADO.KING
Unmatched Precision on Everv Dado Cut!
The Forrest DadoKing gives you flat-bottomed grooves and no splintering--even
when crosscutting oak plys and melamine.
This award-winning set comes with six ,f
tooth chippers (including 3/32" chipper),
rwo 2.ftooth outside blades plus shims.
cuts 1,28" to 29l32"grooves.
Sale 109o0ff 157o0ff
.&
I
Price lstDado zndDado

1rr
I
.I
7*

o -ie.iaEll
10"Set 94!l
12'set Eg

260
314
4O4

245
297
38.2

4"...$21

5"...$24
6'...$25

CANADASALES:CMRRONCOLLIER
3644SCHUMANN
RD.,BAYCITY,
MI48706
Phone800-229-481
4, FAX517-684-0402

*IiASY-FEED"

flr /1t:7 ]{'Irr noad, axrn.|r' r*t qrDra . ]Y PHoNt! 30O|?AZ-7111

SEE OUR INTERI{ET ATOnE AT woodmall.cotn

STANDARI)

DADO

(No
plF,
For solid
hard
and
sofr woods
only:
no
melmine:)
8 D, rvith posirive hook 24 roorh 6lides
&
2 tooth chippers
and stiims, Cu6 ys" to '716" wide.
'loo/o
LtsT'
15o/o
SA'LE
$249
$21Cl
$-196
$iAs

E S H TP P Tn| C i
FORREST
OEATER mFFIE
o|dfls outrSn5 fiom 3{l{Xl !o Sil}Oll
MANI.IEACTI.JRING I]IQUIRIES
All Major Credit CardsAccepted
FL, NJ, NY Residents- Pleaseadd SalesTax
IUELGOME
COMPAIIIY,INC.
YOUR SATISFACTIONGUARANTEED!

lY I

112

(tx xJr eialaz+az!|ttl

. !y:t

(r r'7tarx-3t|a

OR .tor6s.yahoo.eorn/fo?rcltman

Continuecl from page 1 I 1

Ratcheting
springclamps
rrrrrrrap
andgrip
It wasn't exactly love at first sight. My
first thought when I saw Craftsman's
Ratchet Clamp was more like, "Ugh,
another plastic clamp." To my surprise, these well-engineered accessories tackled every single job I threw
at them.
Normal spring clamps can require a
fair amount of hand strength-and
reach-to
use. And, once in place,
they're still pretry easy to knock out
of kilter. The Ratchet Clamps, on the
other hand, are normally open.
Squeezing the handles together
makes a rrrrip! sound thanks to a
metal ratchet rack and multiple-tooth
pawl in the handle.
Because the Ratchet Clamp locks
wherever you stop squeezing, you
can increase the clamping pressure
one click at a time to make it just
right for the job at hand. To remove
the clamp, pull the trigger, and the
jaws spring open to their full 2V<'
capacity.
The generous no-mar clamping pads
provide plenty of surface area for
clamping. I used the Ratchet Clamps
all around the shop: affixing a stop
block to my miter-gauge fence,
clamping a drill-press jig to the table,
and holding a cabinet-drilling template in place. I even used them to
pinch off a hose in my pickup when
changing out the heater core, and
they held firmly in every case.||
-Tested by Daae lfenderson

CraftsmanRatchetClamps#31591
?erformanae
?riae

$19.99 for two clampo

Available at Sears.
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== Econ-Abrasives
-iEr

\\

WE MAKE ABRASIW BELTS ANY SIZE, ANY GRIT!
..pzrurwzutagtaDUDutJfu

AbrasiveS

Sabty, perfomance,anddurability.NEWKatana"router
bitsaremanufactured
quality
usingthehighest
materials
on precision
multi-axis
pre
CNCgrinders.
Theyfeature:
miummicrograin
carbide
cutters,highhookandshear
anglesforcleancutting,
anti-kickbackrounded
shoulders,
an antistickcoating,
a diamond
honed
600gritmirrorfinish,SAE4140
plusour
solidsteelbodies,
SafetyGauge
Shank'.
for
easyset up.Katana"
brandbitscomewitha
bythe MLCSreputation
forcus-tomerserviceandproduct
support.

FREE CATALOG!

I

3 rc. ROUND
OVER
BEADINGBITSET
KAtAl{A" An MLCSCompany

2381 Philmont
Ave.,Huntingdon
Vattey,
PA19006

€SPiirds

WOOD BOX INCTUDED

/rl

ABRASIVEBELTS

Behsffiitha
bldirectional splice, specfi grits.
1X3O $.81 ea l3YC4
$.93 ea
1X42
.81ea l3YC7
.96 ea
lX44
.81ea 1r4X21314 1.06 ea
2 1l?X16 .85ea l4YC4
1.10 ea
3X18
.86ea14X36
1.35ea
.9oea 16X48
3.5Oea
8oA
$ 1 1 . 1 5 $ 1 8 . 9 0 C3X21
6.24 ea
100thru 2804 10.00 16.70C 3X233A .93ea16x89
OTHER
SIZES
ON
REQUEST
NO LOAD PAPER(white)

CABINETPAPER
50/pk
100/pk
60D
$16.70 $30.00c
80D
15.60 27.80C
100thru 150C 14.50 25.60C
FINISHING
PAPER

HEAVYDUTYSPRINGCLAMPS
100thru 400A $12.25 $21.25C
Cf"
.
uC' = 100 SHEETS
Size
Price
Velcro@
VacuumDiscs
4'
$1.75ea
3 Hole patternfor Boschsanders
6n
2.25
8u
3,50
JUMBOROUTERPAD(24'x36')
Itwillnotallowsmallblocksof wood
5"
80
.46
11;r;?,1.;
',.l,rr+,.,'
to slip out under routeror sanding
S' 100 thru 320 .45
'* Auailablein 5 holepaftem lc applications. ROUTERPAD
ONLY|$8.95ea.
rWide Belts*Rolls*Flap
Wheels
*Pump Sleeves*PSADiscs I TUMBO BELT CLEANING STICK
*Router& Wood Bits*WoodGlueI
oNLY $8.80
rMasterCard,VISA,C.O.D.or Check
E^^^
A r^-^

T # .r**"@

rsATtsFAc'oN
GUARANTEED'!

TCALLFORFREE CATALOG
-n
- TX & NV add appropriatesalestax
-A
- GontinentalU. S. shippingadd $5.50 r

Econ-Abrasives

l..O ag W1628
Frisco,TX 75034
(972)377-9779
|

TOLL-FREEORDERTNG
L|NE (800)367-4101
CircleNo. 1229

tr
I

I

,GasFrom
The Past
C<,tntinuedfrom page 69

ROUTERSETUP
Start routinowith
bottomot pirt@
againstthis block.

1 1 1l t a "

3/ro"roundnosebit,
set to cut 3/sz"deep
Fence

Routertable

FULL.SIZEPATTERNS

NOZZLE
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An intarsiaprojectjust for kids
When Randy Reynolds of Bafnhart,
Missouri, began his intarsia project in
November, 1996, he thought it was
an ambitious undertaking. One and
one half years and 337 hours later, he
knew it for sure.
Randy's J)V+x27"intarsia scenenow displayed in St. Louis Children's
Hospital-has 1,005 pieces of wood
in 19 different species for 34 Disney
characters. The hardwood dowel
pieces of varying lengths used for the
background number about 1,000. "I
used some stain to obtain certain col-

ors, but otherwise I tried to stick with
natural wood tones," he notes. Each
piece was sealed and finished with
tung oil before it was glued in place.
Although Randy has never taken a
woodworking class,he admits that his
simple beginning work with wood
lath pictures took an incredible turn
when he discovered the designs of
n o te d i ntarsi a arti st Judy Gal e
Roberts. (See "She paints with wood,"
issue *24 of WOODa magtzine.) "My
worked changed and my shop grew
after seeing herwork," he says.

tj
It
rl

bi

'i

h
Leavesmake,food for a tree from the
water absorbed by its roots. Only a
small amount of water goes for food,
though. The rest re t ur ns t o t he
atmosphere through a process called
transpi rati on. A ccor ding t o t he
National Arbor Day Foundation, a
mature w hi te bi rch t r ee wit h
approximately 200,000 leaves may
give off as much as 900 gallons of
water throughout a summer day!
Missouri craftsman Randy Reynolds donated this intricately detailed intarsia piece to
the St. Louis Children's Hospital. lt measures 59r1cx27".

Cuttingon a cushionof arr
Californians Chuck Pyle and
Michael Leeds had a real problem:
How t o c u t c u rv e s i n m a s s i v e ,
reclaimed western red cedar and
Douglas fir beams for use in a cus.
tom home. Buying two heavy duty
bandsaws-anLT?4 and LT18 from
Laguna T oo l s -w a s p a rt o f th e
answer. The other was to guide the
saws through the timbers instead of
the timbers through the saws.
The ingenious pair managed this
by employing four small yet powerful reverse vacuums capable of lifting 1,800 pounds. Attached to a
perforated metal plate slid under a
platform built to support a single
bands aw, th e re v e rs e v a c u u ms
pushed air through at a rate that
floated either machine on a he" ak
cushion. This enabled the operator
to move the 725-pound W24 or the
Illustration: Jim Stevenson

t28

L T 18 bandsaw through the huge
beams with the nudge of a finger.
Guided in this manner, the levitated
bandsaw easily cut the necessary
curves in the timbers, which averaged
10x28"and 16'longll

Chuck Pyle displays the four reverse
vacuums used to levitate the Laguna
Toofs' LT24 bandsaw for cutting
through timbers.

Photographs: Intarsia, James Sulley; bandsaws, courtesy of l^aguna Tools

Floating on a cushion of air, the bandsaw easily maneuvers through a huge
timber that will become a corbel in a
custom Califdrnia home.

Hl2 woodflooring
Hl6 punch
upa floor
HlI takeit totheedgewithbordersH
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install
a wood

-

First,geta fix onthefloorthat'srightforyou
Nothingwarmsa
roomvisually
like
thentellowtones
andrichgrarnof a
woodfloor,Wood
isn'tjustbeautif
ul,
either,lt'sdurable,
readily
available,
pleasant
to touch
as wellas to see,
anda goodtnsulatingmaterial,
Bestof all,the
variety
of wood
floorsavallable
todaymeans
v o t t ' r c . q t ttrnc f t n d

J v u

t v

v u r v

L v

I

onethatwillwork
wellwithany
homestyleand
mosfbudgets.

Ht2

Strips,planks,parquet,andmore
Several different t).pes of wood flooring predominate; here's a rundown of those most ficquentlv used.

r Stripflooringis the mostcommon.
Ranclomlength tongue-and-groove strips create a f-loor
made up of matching boards, usuall;' 2f,, inches
wide. Strip floors are stllnning in their simplici
ty and lend themselves to manv special effects.

r P l a n kf l o o r i n gi s w i d e r - u p t o 8 i n c h e so r
lll0l0-and offers corultry-st1.le charm. For an
even more rustic look, ,vou can la1'sever:rl clifferent widths nt ranclom across a floor. Wicler
planks often are screwed to the subfloor; plugs
cover the screw heads, simulating an olcl-fashioned pegged floor.

r Parquet
flooringis madeof smallpieces
of wood
patterns.
arranged
in geometric
Do-it-,vourself
parquet tiles, tt'picallv 12-inch squares, can be
installed for about the cost of medium-grade
wall-to-w:rll carltet.

r Shortstrips-sometimes
called"herringbone"
because that's one pattefn vou cltn create with
them-consist of stanclarcllengths that interlock
to create a mosaic look. Lengths range fiom 9 to
36 inches.

Whatareyourspeciesoptions?
C)ak,maple, And, in the case of planks, pine, are
the most popular choices. Top-of-the-line flooring also corres in more exotic wood species,
such as hickorv, chern., teak, basswood, and
even bamboo, though l'ou mav need to specialorder these. For design interest, \,ou clllt alternirte two or lltore difl'erent species.

Tosandor notto sand?
If vou want to tfade sweat for moner', bu1'
unflnished flooring, install it, then sand ancl finish the raw woocl with rental equipment available at most flooring outlets. Bc rvarned,
though, that sancling a floor creates a f'earful
mess, and if vou clon't clo the job just right, r'ou
risk gouging )'our new floor.
As a halfw:ry lleasure. \'ou clrn install the

woocl 1'ourself. then hirc a pro t<t clo the sancling ancl finishing. This tvpicalh' costs $2.00 to
$2.i0 a square fbot. conrpareclto $7.50 to $t].00
a square fbot fbr lnaterials. laving, sancling,ancl
finishing A llew fktclr.
tVith prefir-risheclflooring rnatcrials, ancl there
are lots of them otrt there (see p;rge HI j), r'ou
simplv install the fklor ancl move the ftrrniture
back in. You'll pav rtore trp front fbr prefirrishecl materials. but nrorc than earn it back with
savings in labor costs. espccialh. if vou ckr the
work yoursclf.
c-ortt itt tterl
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Howmuchflooringwill youneed?
To draw up a materials list, compute the
square footage of the room or rooms you plan
to floor. (Don't forget to include closets and
other out-of-the-way spots.) Add 5 percent for
waste if you'll be laying materials directly
across a room (10 percent for a diagonal
installation), then round Llp to the next carton or bundle.
Also, calculate the linear footage of any
moldings )'ou'll need. Manufactufers offer

base, shoe, threshold, stair nosing, and other
moldings that match their prefinished flooring. It's a good idea to take delivery of everytlring at once; colors can vary slightly from
one dye lot to another.
lffhen you get the materials home, unpack
and loosely stack them in the room where
they'll be used: Allow four or five days before
you lay the floor. This gives the wood an
opportunity to acclimate to the room's moisture level.

thelow-down
0nflooringmaterials
ACCEPTABTE
TIPS
SUBFLOORS INSTALLATION

c0sT

MATERIAT

DESCRIPTION

Unfinished
solidwood

100%
solid
hardwood Plywood,
wood,
orparticleNotover
board.
concrete,
below-grade,
orinwet
locations
such
asbaths
andentries.

Nails
Nota
Materials:
orstaples.
difficult do-it-yourself $250-400/sqft
project,
Installation:
butsanding
and
finishing
aremessy
andtricky. $550-600/sq.
ft

P r ef
inis hed
s olidwood

wood
or0SB.
100%
solid
hardwood Plvwood,
with
Notover
concrete,
belowsaturated
orinwetlocations.
urethane
oracrylicfinish. grade,

Nails
Nota
orstaples.
difficult
DIYproject
Youdon't
have
tosand
orapply
finish.

Materials:
$350-800/sqft
lnstallation:
$550-600/sqft.

Engineered
wood

Three
tofive
layersof hardwood
or
laminate
incrossgrain
construction.

Mostsubfloors,
including
concrete,
orbelowabovegrade,
butnotin
wetlocations.

Glue
down,
nail,
or
Aneasy
staple.
DIYproject.

Materials:
$450-900/sqft
Installation:
$550-600/sqft

Floating
wood

Multiple
layers
of
ofhardwood
installed
over
foam.

Mostsubfloors,
including
concrete,
aboveorbelowgrade,
butnotinwet
locations.

Edge-glue
lseepagelA
Very
orglue-down.
easy
DIYproject.

Materials:
$450-900/sqft
lnstallation:
ft
$550-6.00/sq

Laminate

H i g h -p re s s u re
laminate
to
bonded
to a h i g hd e n s i ty
fiberboard
core

Almostanywhere,
including
wetlocations
such
asbaths.

Glue-down
oredge-glue. Materials:
Aseasy
aslaying
vinyl
tile. $3.50-5.00/sq.
ft.
lnstallation:
ft.
$5.50-6.00/sq.

Hr4
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STEP2
you'll
Toensure
endupwith
margins,
dry

squares
alOng":i

linesbyhalftft

'iftE
um-tone
in half
squares
andlaidthemaround
thecentersquare.

STEP 5
Finallywebrokedark-tone
squares
intoquarters
andcontinuedalternating
light,medium,
and
darktonesto theroom'swalls.
HI 6
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odular squares of parquet
automatically bring pattern
to a wood floor-but here
we've put a dffierent spin on standard, monochromatic parquet by
laying the squaresat a 45-degree
$gqg1s to the walls and alternating
'
all
{ ttvee dffierent wood tones in three
t b + l l#
$fferent groupings. The result is a
i

" t t

,f#

14 *f,

,,
f:

custom-crafted look that's surprisingly easyto achieve.
'What's
the trick? Parquetflooring
typically comes in l-foot squares,
each consisting of four 6-inch
squares. To divide the larger
squaresinto smaller ones, iust snap
them Lpurt and slice through the
backing, fr ^y, with a utility knife.

Ji,

#nthreemorewaysto patterna floor

&'
tr

Afiernating
different
lengths
ofshortstrips
at rightangles
toeach
othercreates
a
dynamic
look.Shown
hereis Pattern-Plus@
fromHartco@.

Notallparquet
consists
ofgridded
squares.
pattern
ThisMarseille
fromHistoric
Floors
of
Oshkosh
seems
to
weave
overandunder,
bothsquare
with
theroomandonthe
it.
diagonal
across

fromthecenterof theroomoutward.Tofindthecenter,locatethemidpoints
of opposite
wallsandsnapchalklines
acrosstheroom.Theyshouldintersect
at a
90-degree
angle.

\

sTEPs
Atthecenter,
westartedwitha full,12-inch
light-toned
square.
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Yetanother
wayto
bringpattern
to a wood
flooristo mingleseveral different
species
of
stripflooring.
Oneof
Bruce's
International
WoodlandsrM
Coastal
Collection,
thisfloating
floorcombines
several
exotichardwoods.

Idr7

tal<eit to theedqe

Miter-cut
endsof thefirst
stripsandnailthemin place.
Tongues
atthe
otherendofthesestripswillinterlock
with
grooves
in thenextcourse.

STEP3
you'llneedto cut
Afterthefieldturnsa corner,
pieces
thateventually
willbetooshortto nail.Glue
theseto eachotherandto thesubfloor
withepoxy.

WOOD MAGAZINE
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withborders
I f yorrr decorating scheme calls for
lan area rug in the center of a
I room, an imaginative floor treatment can create excitement around
its perimeter. The design at 1eftuses
two colors of prefinished short
strips. Darker strips, laid parallel to
the walls and butted at corners,
m a tch other w oodw ork i n the
room. Lighter wood, installed in
diagonals and also butted, gives the
floor's field a herringbone effect.
Of course, you can mix and match
any combination of strips, planks,
short strips, and parquet-so long as

they're the same thickness and, ideally, from the same manufacturer.
In planning a border treatment,
scaleit to the size of the room. A 12i nch-w i de border, for e xam ple,
works well in larger spaces,but it
would overwhelm a Gfoot-wide hallway. If you're not certain how your
border scheme will look, dry-lay it
along two walls first.
Borders call for more cutting and
fitting than a straight-from-the-box
installation, but handsome wood
floors will outlast your home's mortgageand add value when you sell.

fourmorewaysto bordera floor

First,laytheborder.
Webuttedboards
at thecorners,
calleda logcabincorner.Ripthetongues
otftheinnermost
stripssothefieldstripscanbutt
against
them.

WOOD MAGAZII\IE
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Feature
strips,
single
boards
of lighter
or
darker
wood,
canbreakupa large
expanse
offlooring.
FromBruce.

Laminate
floors,likethisonefrom
Nafco@,
alsolendthemselves
to
attractive
border
designs.

Historic
Floors
of 0shkosh
offers
precision-cut
borders
likethiscombo
of
purple
heart,
maple,
andwenge.

Thisgeometric
design
fromBruce
proves
thatborders
don'tneedto hug
thewalls,either.
HI 9

;ndtr#r**rxxffiftmffixffiffimffi

STEP 4
nand
medallion Place.
Packany
between medal-,
Gluethe

lionand

matching
which
turers
andfinish

withr

filler,
manutacSand
two

coatsof

the medallion
in the cutout.You
mayneedto shimwith plywoodto bring
themedallion
flushwiththeflooring
aroundit.
HI 10

andinlays
STEP I
Figureoutwhereyou
wantto locatethe
medallion,
andmark
its outlineonthe
Layfloorsubfloor.
ing,takingcarenot
to nailor gluein the
areawhereyouwill
installthe
medallion.

n inlaid medallion like this
one from Historic Floors of
Oshkosh brings a welcoming note to an entry. Or center a
medallion in a living or dining
room floor under a glass-toptable,
on a stair landing, or in a hallway.
Medallions and other inlays come
premanufactured,or, with a router

and ingenuity, you can create your
own one-of-a-kindfloor.
Centuries ago, highly skilled artisans painstakingly crafted inlaid
ornamental floors in castles and
palaces. Nowadays, power tools
and laser-cut materials can make
easy-to-installmedallions out of
any design that can be drawn.

threemorewaysto layinlays
Twowoodtonesteam
upwith3-inch
ebony
keystones
to givethis
livingroomfloora
pattern.
basket-weave
Laminate
floors,
like
thisonefromNafco,
areeasyto inlay
youcancut
because
thematerialwith
a
utilityknife.
Bruce
alsootferskeystoneinlays
withtheir
Wood
Custom
Crafted
TileCollection,
shown
hereina parquetfloored
entryway.

STEP2
Routa cutoutforthemedallion.
provide
Somemanufacturers
youcanroutto,or
templates
improvise
a guidelikethetrammelpointsystem
shownhere.
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Thismulti-star
medallion-alsofrom
Historic
Floors
of
Oshkosh-features
inlays
ofwalnut,
American
cherry,
red
oak,andmahogany.

HI 11

STEP 1
Marklinesfortheedging.
Place
tapealongthelines,thensmooth
it
downwiththebackof a spoon.
Paintupto andoverthetapeedges.
Assoonasthepaintsetsup,but
pullupthe
beforeit dries,carefully
painter's
tape.

HI 12
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olonists who couldn't afford
the costly rugs of their era
often brought color into their
h o m es by pai nti ng thei r w ood
floors. You can do the same with
floor-and-deck enamel, tape, stencils, polyurethane varnish, and plenty of patience.
Painting makes special sense for
older wood floors that have seen
b e tter days, but you coul d al so
install new unfinished flooring, sand
it smooth, and seal it before apply-

ing your paint artistry. Here we
sanded an existing plank floor, and
"bleached" it with transparent white
oil-base stain before stenciling the
multicolor border.
Tape tip: Don't use the gummy
stuff most of us know as masking
tape. It tends to leave gunk behind
when you pull it off, creating more
problems than you started with.
Instead, l ook for " l ow -t ack" or
"quick-release"painter's tape.

paintpossibilities
threemorepleasing
Perkupa porchwitha
geometric
"rug."First
painttheareawhite,
thentapeoffandpaint
graysquares.
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Let
then

toii72

Aformer
sleeping
porch
becomes
a game
game
roomwith
boards
forParcheesi,
hopscotch,
andcheckers.

STEP2
Buyprecutstencilsfroma craftsstore,
or cutyourowndesignfromstencil
sheets.
Usea nearlydrystenciling
brush
to dabonenamel.
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Stenciled
diamonds
and
stripes
deckoutthis
stainrvay
"runner.
" Seal
withlow-luster,
slipresistant
varnish.
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TwoWaysto Go
Solidwoodand
floorengineered
ingsgo down
Here's
differently,
thedrillforeach,

Unfinished solid wood flooring grades vary
depending on the species of wood. Clear typi
cally is the best; followed by select; No. I common; No. 2 common; and 1Vz-footshorts, which
are remnants from the other grades. The manufacturers of prefinished flooring rypically grade
pfoducts in such categories as "good," "bettef,"
and "best."
You can lay strip and plank flooring across
existing floorboards. Sweep the floor well, set
popped nails, and remove baseboard moldings.

Smooth out minor floor problems by laying
down rosin building paper. If your subfloor is
ply.wood or particleboard, install flooring perpendicular to the joists.
Most wood flooring interlocks with tongues
and grooves. To fasten it, you "blind nail"
through the tongue, then set the nail so the
groove of the next board will fit over the
tongue of the one yoLl've just nailed. A power
nailer-available from flooring or rental dealers-speeds the job and savesyour back.
contittttecl

3/8'sPacERS

USE NAILER
FOR UNIFORM
NAIL PLACEMENT

roNcuE i6drirTi6r\

gapbetween
FIGURE 1 Leave
a %-inch
the
flooring
andwalls,Molding
willcoverthegap.

parallel,
FIGURE 2 f o keepthecourses
tap
boards
together
before
nailing.

CENTER

FIGURE3 A power
nailer
andsets
drives
eachnailwithtwoblowsfroma heavvmallet,

FACE-NAIL
END
AND ALONGEDGE
(BASEWrLL
HrDENArLS)
%, PLYWOOD
PROTECTS
WALL

FIGURE 4 You'llneedtocutthelastboard FIGURE5 Usea comoass
tightwitha pry
toscribe
cutouts FIGURE 6 Pushthelastcourse
ineachcourse.
Here's
aneasywayto measure. forcasings
andother
irregularities.
it,andcover
bar,face-nail
thenailswithputtv.
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special
thanksto.,.
If you've clecicled on engineered wood or laminiltecl f'looring, you have several installation
optiolls, all easier than a solid wood floor-laying
project. You can nail, staple, or glue an engineerecl woocl floor to the subfloor, glue down
laminated flooring, or "float" either type.
Gluecl to adjoining strips rather than to the
subfl<ror ancl laid over /s-inch-thick foam, a floating floor can be installed over just about any
subfloor except carpet. The foam provides
resilience and deadens sound. And everything
interlocks with a tight, friction fit.
Floating floors have been around in Europe
fbr more than 40 years, and U.S. manufacturers
now offer systems in a variety of prefinished,
lan'rinated shapes: strips, planks, and parquets.

The hardwood floor we launch here started out
as three-strip-wide planks that you can lay in a
matter of hours.
Of course, you still need to do some preliminary work. Pry off any shoe moldings, and make
sure the subfloor is dry, sound, and level.
Next, as with any flooring material, divide the
room's width by a plank's width to determine
the number of planks needed. In most cases,
this number won't come out even, so divide
this figure by two to determine a starting point
along one side of the room.
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FIGURE 1 Laminate,
which
ismorestable
than FIGURE 2 Afteryou've
figured
outa starting FIGURE 3 Apply
a thinbeadofgluealong
the
wood,
requires
%-inch
spacing
around
theedges, line,naila straightedge
tosecure
plank,
thefirstplank. groove
inthesecond
andtapit inplace.

FIGURE 4 Measure
forthefirstandlast
planks
poinls,
atseveral
andripthemtofit.
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glueandusea prybarto
FIGURE 5 Apply
snugupthefirstandlastplanks,
asshown.

FIGURE 6 Finally,
nailonmatching
shoe
moldings
tocover
thegapsaround
theedges,
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